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Abstract
In the framework of this thesis, I present recent activities in the
Laboratoire Temps-Fre´quence (LTF) of the University of Neuchaˆtel,
concerning the optical frequency metrology group. We developed the
frequency discriminator technique for the characterization of the nar-
row linewidth heterodyne optical beats. The examination of the four
different types of the frequency and phase discriminators has identi-
fied the appropriate tools for the analysis of the low-noise signals. We
made the experimental test of the β-separation line formalism that
enables easy calculation of the laser linewidth from its frequency
noise power spectral density (PSD). Earlier proposed geometrical
approximation has been validated in a wide linewidth range and
for different laser line shapes. We developed and characterized the
second ultra-stable high-finesse Perot-Fabry passive reference cavity.
A novel low-noise planar waveguide extended cavity laser (PW-ECL)
has been stabilized to this reference cavity in a Pound-Drever-Hall
stabilization scheme. A thermal model of the cavity enclosure has
been made and based on that an improvement in the temperature
control system was possible, resulting in the higher flexibility of the
cavity temperature change. Finally, the noise properties of a novel
type of the ultrafast optical frequency comb were examined. A diode-
pumped solid-state laser (DPSSL) Er:Yb:glass (ERGO) frequency
comb is proven to be capable of the coherent frequency division from
optical to microwave, at the level of stability of 10−15 at 1 s. It is
shown that the dynamics of the carrier-envelope offset (CEO) beat
plays an important role in the stabilization of this type of the ultra-
fast laser.
v
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If you want to find the secrets of the universe, think
in terms of energy, frequency and vibration.
Nikola Tesla

Chapter 1
Introduction
From the time of the first encounters with fire, through torches,
candles, petroleum lamps, incandescent bulbs, gas tubes and finally
by harnessing the stimulated emission, humans and human societies
have undergone an irreversible development, becoming the masters
of light. Fortunately, we cannot claim to be the masters of time, but
the very basis of our biological existence has pushed us, throughout
all of these ages, to measure the important intervals of time. The
more refined and complex the global economy has became, the tinier
the time intervals were becoming important. From the yearly cycles
of the Nile floods, throughout the 18th century trade and ship naviga-
tion, all the way to the contemporary satellite based positioning and
further, we should be decently proud on the fact that, what matters
has changed by almost 20 orders of magnitude and we can count it
all.
The field of time and frequency is positioned between the worlds
of the fundamental physics and the electrical engineering, with its
language and knowledge base derived from both sides. The concept
of noise is not so much present in the minds of the physicists and
the engineers are strongly in advantage when it comes to the real
world applications of the principles. When these two sensibilities are
combined, we come to the present situation, where the laser emission
is approaching the idealized representation of almost zero linewidth
spectral line. The joke says it, that for the time and frequency com-
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munity the laser is ”just a band passed noise”. If there is a need
for the light source of the highest spectral purity, the laser has to be
additionally treated with some laboratory scale techniques, and that
need exists at the current forefront of the science and technology.
In recent years we are all experiencing the rapid, good change of
the world we live in, brought to existence by performance improve-
ments of the various concepts, not only, but still in an important
part relying on the development of the oscillators. More resolution
for the navigation, more data packed in the existing communication
channels, full and reliable coverage by mobile phone networks and
many other activities, nowadays taken for granted, all of them profit
from the low noise and high stability signal sources. These changes
are influencing every single person on a daily basis.
In the domain of the fundamental research, where the nature of
things allows for the use of tools in the development stage, and where
frightening forests of cables, commercially unacceptable equipment
shapes and forms usually bring the level of performance not acces-
sible to the general public, the imagination and curiosity have their
own satisfaction. Big cosmological questions can be brought down to
Earth and examined by clock comparison. The tests of the theory of
relativity were performed in the 1970s by comparison of the hydro-
gen masers [1] or microwave Cs atomic clocks [2]. New generation of
the optical atomic clocks, operating at the THz frequencies, comes
with the anticipated stability at least an order of magnitude better
then in the case of their microwave predecessors and very recently,
the Sr lattice clocks have surpassed the Cs fountain clocks in terms
of the fractional frequency stability [3]. At the stability level lower
than 1 in 1016 [4], it is possible to detect the frequency gravitational
red shift. The prediction made by the general theory of relativity can
be tested by comparison of two identical clocks, placed at different
gravitational potentials (heights). Furthermore, if two different opti-
cal clocks exhibit effects of the fundamental constants in a different
manner, and if the difference in their frequencies are observed, that
would mean that the constants of nature, are not constant at all.
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Although we are moving towards THz domain, majority of our
instruments are still working in the microwave range i.e. the optical
frequencies cannot be directly measured. For decades, the measure-
ment of the optical frequencies was a cumbersome task, involving
too complicated, too expensive harmonic frequency chains, on top
of all limited to pre-selected optical frequencies. For some time, the
science was stuck, applying the brute force, until the breakthrough
was made in the understanding of the functioning of the ultra-fast
mode-locked lasers. Femto-second pulses are formed as a result of
the simultaneous, phase-locked oscillation of thousands of the laser
cavity modes. This comb-like structure in the frequency domain can
be controlled by stabilization of only two degrees of freedom, the rep-
etition rate of the laser, defined by the cavity length, and the offset
between the pulse envelope and the underlying carrier field, both of
them in the microwave domain. All of a sudden an optical frequency
ruler was available, rendering useless few of the frequency chains
ever constructed and bringing the optical frequency measurement on
a table top.
I joined Laboratoire Temps-Fre´quence (LTF, Institute of Physics,
University of Neuchaˆtel) in the beginning of 2010, as a part of the
optical frequency metrology group. In this thesis I will try to reflect
on my activities in a few logically distinctive sections.
Chapter 2 presents the characterization of various radio (RF)
frequency or phase discriminators [5]. The frequency discriminator
technique is used for the demodulation of the microwave signals,
which brings the noise components down to the baseband for the
analysis. Once all of the properties of the frequency (phase) dis-
criminators were examined, a collection of these frequency-to-voltage
converters could have been used as the basic tools for the measure-
ments of the noise in the narrow heterodyne optical beat signals.
The measurement of the noise of the carrier-envelope offset (CEO)
beat frequency of the optical frequency comb is used as an example
of the application of the frequency discriminator technique.
A few years ago, a simple approximation was proposed that en-
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ables easy calculation of the laser linewidth from its frequency noise
power spectral density (PSD) [6]. A line in the frequency noise PSD,
named β-separation line, divides the noise spectrum in two distinc-
tive parts. The surface of the spectrum that corresponds to the
slow carrier modulation is used for the approximate calculation of
the linewidth. The experimental validation of that approximation
is the subject of the Chapter 3. Optical heterodyne beat signals
from different sources are used as test signals. Their frequency noise
is measured by the frequency discriminator technique and the com-
parison is made between the linewidth calculated by the proposed
approximation and the directly measured linewidth [7].
The building and the characterization of the horizontal, ultra-
stable, high-finesse, 10 cm long Perot-Fabry reference cavity is pre-
sented in Chapter 4. This is the second such system in our laboratory.
The mechanical layout of this system has been adjusted for the pos-
sible transportation in the future. The low-noise planar waveguide
extended cavity laser (PW-ECL) is stabilized to the passive reference
cavity by the Pound-Drever-Hall technique. The thermal model of
the cavity enclosure has been developed, which led to a significant
improvement in the cavity temperature control. Although the ref-
erence cavity is strongly thermally shielded, it is possible to force
the change of its temperature within two and a half days to a new
set point. Therefore, it was possible to determine the temperature
of the zero expansion of the cavity from a set of discrete frequency
measurements.
In Chapter 5 the focus is on the noise properties of a novel type
of the ultra-fast laser, a diode-pumped solid-state laser (DPSSL). It
is based on the Er:Yb:glass (ERGO) gain material, while the passive
mode-locking is achieved by the use of the semiconductor saturable
absorber mirror (SESAM). This technology combines good charac-
teristics of the classic solid state ultra-fast lasers like Ti:sapphire
(high Q cavity, low noise operation), with the convenience of the
diode pumping, characteristic for the fiber lasers. In this configu-
ration, the record narrow free-running carrier-envelope offset (CEO)
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beat of only ∼ 4 kHz has been reported [8], and the full frequency
comb stabilization was achieved [9]. The CEO beat frequency of
this frequency comb is changing with the pump laser power and it
has a maximum at some point. The dynamics of the CEO beat has
been examined at both sides of this reversal point, together with its
influence on the possibility of the frequency comb stabilization [10].
The main motivation for the development of the ultra-narrow op-
tical reference is the generation of the ultra-stable microwave signal
that could be used for the characterization of the continuous cold Cs
atom fountain (FOCS-2) [11]. The high spectral purity microwave
signal can be generated through the coherent division of the opti-
cal reference signal, using an optical frequency comb as a frequency
divider. Although I have described all of the elements necessary
for the realization of such an experiment, the all-optical microwave
generation is out of the scope of this thesis. Nevertheless, recently
we successfully implemented the scheme where we phase-locked one
of the teeth of the ERGO frequency comb to the cavity-stabilized
laser. The extracted microwave signal was characterized by com-
parison with the transportable cryogenic sapphire oscillator (ULISS,
Femto-ST, Besanc¸on, France) [12,13].
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Chapter 2
Radio frequency (RF)
discriminators
This chapter represents a description of a radio-frequency (RF) dis-
criminator (frequency-to-voltage converter), based on an analog pha-
se locked loop (PLL), whose intended use is the analysis of the noise
properties of narrow-spectrum heterodyne beat signals. This type
of frequency discriminator is based on a voltage-controlled oscillator
(VCO), phase-locked to the signal under test. The control voltage
that drives the VCO reflects the frequency fluctuations of the input
signal and thus corresponds to the frequency noise of e.g. a hetero-
dyne optical beat signal between two lasers or between a laser and an
optical frequency comb (OFC). Furthermore, the properties of this
discriminator are compared with three other commercially available
devices. Depending on the signal under test, each of the examined
discriminators represents the essential tool in all of the subsequent
noise studies.
2.1 Introduction
Atomic physics, high resolution spectroscopy, optical heterodyne com-
munication and many different fields of basic science and technol-
ogy, nowadays routinely utilize narrow-linewidth and highly stable
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lasers. Recent years have seen an interesting development in fre-
quency metrology, with the advent of the optical atomic clocks, be-
ing superior in terms of stability to the best microwave primary fre-
quency standards [14]. This activity, at the same time has motivated
the development of a new generation of ultra-stable lasers, exhibiting
linewidths at the hertz level or even better [15, 16], with one of the
common methods for laser stabilization (e.g. of an extended cavity
diode laser (ECDL) [17]) being the locking to an external reference
(Perot-Fabry cavity or atomic/molecular transition).
One way to describe the spectral properties of a laser is by its op-
tical line shape and the corresponding linewidth, usually full width
at half maximum (FWHM) of the line shape. Laser linewidth can
be directly determined by self-homodyne/heterodyne interferome-
try using long fiber delay lines [18], which is not practical in case
of the ultra-narrow lasers because of their long coherence length
and the extreme fiber lengths that would be needed. Heterodyn-
ing with another similar laser or with a reference source of a nar-
rower profile is the usual approach that brings the analysis down to
radio-frequency (RF) range.
While the optical linewidth is convenient as a single number used
for rough comparison of different lasers, it brings little information
about the spectral distribution of the laser noise, which is important
for the identification of the sources of the external laser perturba-
tions [19]. Furthermore, the common frequency noise characteristics
of a free-running laser with flicker noise diverging at low frequencies,
leads to an observation time dependent linewidth, making it thus
improper as a figure of merit of the laser spectral properties.
A full insight into the noise processes affecting the laser is only
possible by the measurement of its frequency noise power spectral
density (PSD). In the efforts to stabilize a laser, the knowledge of its
free-running frequency noise PSD is necessary for the determination
of the servo-loop bandwidth [6], while, once stabilized, the laser has
to be characterized in terms of the residual frequency (phase) noise
as well.
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In this part of the thesis, I will present a frequency discriminator
that was developed for the measurement of the frequency noise of
a radio-frequency (RF) heterodyne beat signals. A detailed charac-
terization includes the discriminator sensitivity, its bandwidth and
noise floor. These results are compared with different commercially
available discriminators.
2.2 Frequency discriminators
The noise power spectral density gives a full representation of the
noise processes connected with a particular physical quantity. The
actual measurement usually consists of the spectral analysis of the
voltage fluctuations. Depending on the physical quantity of interest,
there has to be a means of converting its fluctuations into voltage
fluctuations. In case of the examination of the frequency of a signal,
a frequency-to-voltage converter i.e. a frequency discriminator is a
crucial part of the experimental setup.
Devices with frequency-dependent transmission, such as gas-filled
cells [20–23], Perot-Fabry resonators [24] or unbalanced two-beam in-
terferometers [25] are used as frequency discriminators in the optical
domain. By monitoring fluctuations of the optical intensity of the
transmitted signal, any fluctuation in the optical frequency is directly
transformed into measurable intensity variations and then into the
electrical signal by a photodiode.
The frequency range of an optical frequency discriminator is usu-
ally restricted and if the laser of interest lies out of that range, a
heterodyne beat with another laser can be used to down-convert the
signal to the radio-frequency (RF) domain, where it can be exam-
ined using the an RF frequency discriminator. If the second laser is
similar to the laser under test, both lasers contribute equally to the
noise of the RF beat and the frequency noise PSD of the beat signal
is at most two times higher then that of a single laser. If the noise of
the reference laser is negligible, the frequency noise PSD of the laser
under test is directly obtained from the analysis of the RF beat.
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The sensitivity (or discriminator slope Dν in
[
V
Hz
]
) is the main
characteristics of a frequency discriminator, representing its ability
to convert frequency fluctuations δν(t) of the input signal into the
output voltage variations δV (t). The higher the discriminator slope
Dν, the better the frequency noise conversion. The frequency noise
PSD of the input signal (Sδν(f) in
[
Hz2
Hz
]
, where f is the Fourier
frequency) is calculated from the PSD of the output voltage (SV (f)
in
[
V2
Hz
]
) by
Sδν(f) =
SV (f)
D2ν
. (2.1)
The principle of operation of different RF discriminators will be
given in the following subsections, whereas their characterization and
comparison will be presented in separate sections.
2.2.1 Analog phase-locked loop discriminator
The analog PLL frequency discriminator was built as a follow-up of
the work of Turner et al. [19]. The basic principle of this discrim-
inator is to phase-lock a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) to the
RF beat signal to be analyzed, using a high-bandwidth PLL. If the
loop bandwidth is sufficient, the VCO follows any frequency fluctua-
tions δν(t) of the input RF beat and the control voltage of the VCO
δV (t) reflects the frequency fluctuations of the input signal. Once
the response of the VCO is known (in
[
Hz
V
]
), the fluctuations of the
control voltage can be directly converted into frequency fluctuations
of the input RF beat (within the loop bandwidth). While Turner et
al. used a single integrated circuit PLL for their frequency discrim-
inator, the PLL discriminator described here is built using discrete
off-the-shelf analog components (VCO, phase detector and servo con-
troller). This approach offers a larger flexibility in the adjustment of
the PLL parameters (gain and bandwidth), which enables the opti-
mization of the PLL characteristics with respect to the properties of
the signal under test (e.g., to achieve the largest bandwidth or the
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lowest noise floor). A scheme of the PLL discriminator is shown in
Figure 2.1. The VCO (Mini-Circuits ZX95-209-S+) operates in the
199–210 MHz range, with a nominal tuning coefficient of 1.5 MHzV .
A double-balanced mixer (Mini-Circuits ZP-1LH) is used as a phase
detector, followed by a 10-MHz low-pass filter to suppress high fre-
quency components. Finally, the loop is closed with a high-speed
servo controller (New-Focus LB1005-S) with a proportional-integral
(PI) corner frequency adjustable from 10 Hz up to 1 MHz and a
proportional gain between −40 dB and +40 dB.
Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of an analog PLL discriminator.
The control voltage δV (t) of the VCO constitutes the output signal that
replicates the input frequency variations δν(t). This signal is analyzed
using an oscilloscope, a lock-in amplifier or an FFT analyzer.
2.2.2 Miteq RF discriminator
Simple plug-and-play RF discriminators are commercially available
in different frequency ranges from various suppliers of radio-frequency
components. One such device is Miteq FMDM 21.4/2-4, operating
in the range of 18–26 MHz with a typical peak-to-peak bandwidth
of 8 MHz and a linear bandwidth of 4 MHz, as specified by the man-
ufacturer (www.miteq.com). The operation of this discriminator is
based on the use of an input limiting amplifier to drive two staggered
tuned L-C circuits. Opposing rectification of the circuits creates the
discriminator ”S” curve and a video amplifier is finally utilized to
provide adequate output slope. The ability to precisely align the
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skirts of the tuned circuits, which represents the discriminator lin-
ear bandwidth, is an advantage of this type of design. The nominal
response of this discriminator is 1 VMHz .
2.2.3 HF2PLL, digital phase-locked loop discrim-
inator
The HF2LI from Zurich Instruments, Switzerland, is an all-digital in-
strument consisting of a dual input digital lock-in amplifier extended
with dual PLL capabilities (www.zhinst.com). The lock-in ampli-
fiers have a frequency bandwidth ranging from 1 µHz to 50 MHz
(with a sampling rate of 210 MSas ), a dynamic reserve of 120 dB
and an input voltage noise of 5 nV√
Hz
. The instrument is based on
a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) which permits computa-
tions with large numerical precision and short processing time. More-
over, the lock-in shortest integration time constant of 800 ns, lower by
one order of magnitude than in other commercially available lock-in
amplifiers, makes it suitable for wide bandwidth demodulation and
as a phase detector for a PLL (referred to as HF2PLL) that replaces
all the analog components in the dotted box in Figure 2.1 by their
numerical counterparts.
The HF2PLL runs directly on the lock-in FPGA, ensuring a pre-
cise control of the PLL dynamics and resulting in a maximum −3 dB
bandwidth of 60 kHz. The HF2PLL has similar functional blocks as
the analog PLL described in Subsection 2.2.1, with two notable dif-
ferences:
• The phase detector makes use of the lock-in demodulation
chain (including its low pass filters) since its purpose is to de-
termine the phase difference between input and reference sig-
nals. This phase difference is the lock-in output channel θ, as
calculated directly from the quadrature (Y) and in-phase (X)
components of the demodulated signal. The advantage of this
approach compared to the analog PLL is its high rejection of
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amplitude modulations of the input signal, thereby minimizing
the amplitude noise sensitivity of the HF2PLL discriminator.
θ is the error signal and constitutes the input of the following
numerical proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller, as
in the analog case.
• The VCO is replaced by a functionally equivalent numerical
controlled oscillator (NCO), whose role is to keep track of the
reference signal phase (from which the in-phase and quadra-
ture reference signals are derived). The rate at which the NCO
phase changes, which is the reference signal instantaneous fre-
quency, is f(t) = fc + dF , where fc is a selectable PLL center
frequency and the frequency deviation dF (in Hz) is the PID
controller output. When the HF2PLL discriminator is used
to characterize a heterodyne beat signal, dF is output as an
analog signal with a software-selected gain (from 0.75 nVHz to
1.6 VHz).
In comparison with the analog PLL where all electronic compo-
nents suffer from 1/f and white noise, the noise sources in the digital
PLL are confined to the analog-to-digital converter at the lock-in in-
put stage and to the analog dF output, since the numerical noise
can be made arbitrarily small by increasing the internal numerical
precision. On the other hand, the measurement bandwidth of analog
PLLs is usually larger than that of their digital counterparts.
2.2.4 DXD200, digital phase detector
A digital phase detector with a wide linear range of operation is used
for the stabilization of the CEO beat [9] of two frequency combs cur-
rently operating in our laboratory. Its purpose is to detect the phase
fluctuations between the CEO beat and the reference signal, in or-
der to generate the error signal for the stabilization loop. This digi-
tal phase detector (DXD200 module from MenloSystems, Germany,
which is a part of the XPS800 femtosecond phase stabilization unit)
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has also been used as a diagnostic tool to measure small frequency
fluctuations between the signal under test and the reference signal
and has been characterized for comparison with the other frequency
discriminators.
The basic element of this digital phase detector is a differential
period counter, where the reference signal counts up and the RF beat
signal counts down [26]. The counter has a range from 0 to 64 and
is initialized at 32. The phase error can track a ±32 × 2pi phase
difference between the two signals. The counter signal is then fed
into a digital to analog converter to generate a signal proportional
to the relative phase, with a nominal phase discrimination factor
Dϕ =
3.3V
32×2pi = 0.016
[
V
rad
]
.
While this detector should provide an ideal linear response in
a phase range of ±32× 2pi, this is not the case in reality due to the
presence of several nonlinearities in its range of operation. This
effect was investigated over the entire range of operation of the
phase detector by comparing two signals with a slightly different
frequency (f1 = fref = 20 MHz, f2 = f1 + ∆, with ∆ in the range of
10-100 mHz), in order to slowly scan the output voltage (phase dif-
ference resulting from the accumulated phase shift between the two
signals). Some of the nonlinearities are directly observable in the
DC output voltage of the phase detector (see Figure 2.2(a)). Fur-
thermore, a small frequency modulation (at a rate fmod = 10 kHz,
with a span of ∆f = 50 Hz) was applied to one of the 20-MHz
carriers in order to measure the frequency response (in amplitude
and phase) of the phase detector using a lock-in amplifier and to
subsequently determine the detector sensitivity (in
[
V
rad
]
), as also de-
scribed in the following Section 2.3. In order to be able to resolve
the narrow peaks that occur at some specific points in the detec-
tor response as a result of the nonlinearities, a small modulation
index β = (∆f2 )/fmod was used. In that case, the measured lock-in
signal corresponds to the derivative of the phase detector response
and the sensitivity was obtained by normalizing this signal by the
modulation depth β. The outputs of the lock-in amplifier (X and
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Figure 2.2: Difference between the ideal (dashed line) and actual (light
thick curve) response of the digital phase detector. (a) DC analog output
voltage as a function of the phase difference between the two inputs; some
nonlinearities are visible at the encircled points. (b) Highlight of the
nonlinearities of the detector occurring roughly every 2pi phase difference.
This curve has been obtained by applying a frequency-modulated carrier
at one input of the device and performing lock-in detection at the output
to determine the discriminator sensitivity. The dashed line corresponds
to the average slope of the DC curve (a).
Y components) were recorded with an acquisition card (National In-
struments NI USB-6008), together with the phase detector operating
DC voltage, during a phase sweep. The actual response displayed in
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Figure 2.2(b) is not as smooth as expected and shows the presence
of many nonlinearities, regularly separated by a 2pi phase difference.
At these points, the sensitivity of the detector for small signals can
be locally enhanced by a factor up to 50 (0.8
[
V
rad
]
). In order to
have a proper discriminator of known sensitivity, the digital phase
detector should be operated at a point where its response is con-
stant, i.e., away from the nonlinear points. All the results shown in
the following sections are obtained in such conditions. Finally, we
should notice that the DXD200 acts as a phase discriminator. The
voltage noise PSD at its output is equal to the phase noise PSD or
frequency noise PSD multiplied by the square of the corresponding
sensitivity
SδV (f) = D
2
ν(f)Sδν(f) = D
2
ϕ(f)Sδϕ(f) (2.2)
The relation between the frequency noise and phase noise PSD is
given by [27]
Sδν(f) = f
2Sδϕ(f) (2.3)
which finally gives the expression for the frequency sensitivity of the
phase discriminator as
Dν(f) =
Dϕ(f)
f
. (2.4)
2.3 Characterization of RF discrimina-
tors
2.3.1 Sensitivity and bandwidth
The sensitivity of each discriminator has been determined by ap-
plying a frequency modulated input signal with a modulation depth
∆f = 1 kHz (∆f = 100 Hz in the case of the digital phase detector
DXD200) at a varying modulation frequency fmod, using a calibrated,
high-bandwidth reference voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO).
A 207 MHz carrier frequency was used with the analog PLL dis-
criminator and a 20-MHz carrier frequency with the other discrimi-
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nators, obtained by mixing the 207-MHz VCO signal with a 227-MHz
reference signal and subsequent low-pass filtering. The modulation
frequency fmod was scanned in the range from 0.1 Hz to 10 MHz and
the demodulated output signal of the discriminators was measured
in amplitude and phase using a lock-in amplifier referenced to fmod
(standard lock-in, model Stanford Research Systems SR830, up to
100 kHz and RF lock-in, model SR844 at higher frequencies). Finally,
the transfer function of each device was obtained by normalizing the
lock-in output signal to the input frequency modulation depth ∆f .
The bandwidth of a discriminator is defined here as the frequency
range in which the discriminator sensitivity remains within ±10%
(±0.9 dB) of its value at fmod = 1 kHz. The sensitivities (or discrim-
inator slopes, in
[
V
Hz
]
) reported throughout this chapter are generally
given for the discriminator output connected to a high impedance
load. The only exception concerns Miteq discriminator, used with a
93-Ω load as specified by the manual.
The amplitude and phase of the transfer function of each discrim-
inator are displayed in Figure 2.3. The result for the analog PLL is
shown for a maximum PI corner frequency of 1 MHz and a PI gain
adjusted to optimize the PLL operation. The response of the analog
PLL slightly depends on the PLL settings (gain and PI-corner) in
a sense that the low frequency sensitivity is unaffected by the PLL
parameters, but at high frequency, the position and amplitude of the
oscillation (servo bump) varies with these parameters. The analog
PLL has a typical bandwidth of 200 kHz (defined at ±0.9 dB as
mentioned before) with a discriminator slope of 0.7 VMHz . The Miteq
discriminator has the largest bandwidth of 2 MHz with a discrimi-
nator slope of 1.25 VMHz , obtained for 0 dBm input signal, but this
sensitivity significantly depends on the signal amplitude (e.g., it is
reduced to 0.86 VMHz at −6 dBm input signal). The HF2PLL has
a lower bandwidth of 50 kHz, but its sensitivity is much higher and
can be adjusted by software in the range from 0.75 nVHz to 1.6
V
Hz . For
the Miteq and analog PLL discriminators, an instantaneous response
to frequency fluctuations is obtained up to fmod > 100 kHz, while
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Figure 2.3: Amplitude (a) and phase (b) of the normalized transfer
function of different discriminators, measured by applying a frequency-
modulated input carrier and performing lock-in detection of the discrim-
inator demodulated signal. Each transfer function has been normalized
by the discriminator sensitivity measured at 1 kHz modulation frequency
(DPLLν = 7 × 10−7
[
V
Hz
]
, DMiteqν = 1.25× 10−6
[
V
Hz
]
, DHF2PLLν = 10
−3 [ V
Hz
]
,
DDXD200ν = 1.8 × 10−5
[
V
Hz
]
or DDXD200ϕ = 1.8 × 10−2
[
V
rad
]
). The ampli-
tude response of the digital phase detector DXD200 is represented both
in terms of response to frequency and phase modulation.
a significant phase shift is introduced at higher frequencies. In the
HF2PLL, the phase shift occurs at much lower frequency, which is
compatible with the amplitude attenuation. The sensitivity of the
digital phase detector DXD200 decreases as 1/f , since the module
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acts as a phase comparator. The measured phase discriminator is
around 0.018 Vrad (0.016
V
rad expected from specifications, correspond-
ing to Dϕ =
3.3V
32×2pi). The phase detector introduces a −90◦ phase
shift at low Fourier frequency as it acts as a phase detector, while its
response is being assessed in terms of frequency. At Fourier frequen-
cies higher than 100 kHz, a significantly larger phase shift appears.
The ±0.9 dB bandwidth of DXD200 is ∼ 1 MHz.
2.3.2 Frequency range
The total frequency range of each discriminator is defined here as the
frequency interval in which the discriminator operates. At the same
time, the linear frequency range is considered to be the frequency
interval in which the response is within ±10% (±0.9 dB) of the dis-
criminator sensitivity determined in previous Subsection 2.3.1. The
frequency range of each discriminator, measured at 1 kHz modula-
tion frequency, is shown in Figure 2.4. Both the analog PLL and
the Miteq discriminator have a wide linear frequency range of sev-
eral megahertz (7 MHz for the analog PLL and 9 MHz for Miteq).
For the numerical PLL, the situation is different. The input carrier
frequency can be anywhere in the range of ∼ 1 − 49 MHz, but the
amplitude of the maximum detectable frequency fluctuations around
this carrier depends on the selected sensitivity of the demodulator
output. As the analog output of the HF2LI instrument is limited
to ±10 V, the maximum frequency fluctuation ∆fmax which can be
measured for a sensitivity Dν (in
[
V
Hz
]
) is ∆fmax = ±10VDν . While a
high sensitivity can be selected with the HF2PLL instrument, the
drawback is the reduced frequency range.
Finally, the digital phase detector DXD200 can operate at any
carrier frequency between 0.5 MHz and more than 200 MHz (pro-
vided that a reference signal at the same frequency is available), but
the range of detectable fluctuations is limited to ±64pi in terms of
phase and is thus extremely narrow.
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Figure 2.4: Normalized sensitivity of the frequency discriminators (mea-
sured for 1 kHz modulation frequency) as a function of the carrier fre-
quency detuning. The gray area indicates the linear frequency range ∆flin
of each discriminator, defined as the frequency interval for which the dis-
criminator response differs by less than ±10% (±0.9 dB) from its nominal
sensitivity. The frequency range of the HF2PLL is inversely proportional
to the software-selected sensitivity Dν (∆flin = ±10VDν ) and is shown here
for two particular cases (Dν = 100
µV
Hz
and Dν = 5
µV
Hz
) as an illustration.
2.3.3 Noise floor
A relevant characteristic of a frequency discriminator is its noise
floor, which represents the smallest detectable frequency fluctuations
with a signal-to-noise ratio of one. The noise floor of the different
discriminators was measured with an FFT analyzer for Fourier fre-
quencies up to 100 kHz and with an electrical spectrum analyzer
at higher frequencies, when a stable, low-noise carrier was applied
to the input. As previously, a 207 MHz carrier was used with the
analog PLL discriminator and a 20 MHz carrier frequency with the
other discriminators. The PSD of the discriminators output voltage
has been converted into frequency noise PSD using the correspond-
ing sensitivities previously determined. The results are shown in
Figure 2.5.
The noise floor of the analog PLL-discriminator significantly de-
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Figure 2.5: Noise floor of different discriminators. All of the measurements
were made with the 20 MHz carrier, except for the analog PLL where the
207 MHz carrier was used. The noise floor of the analog PLL depends
on the PI gain and is presented here in an optimized configuration. The
white frequency noise of the HF2PLL (at low frequencies) results from
white noise at the analog output and thus scales as 1
D2ν
for sensitivities
up to Dν = 10
mV
Hz
. It is displayed here for two cases, Dν = 100
µV
Hz
and
Dν = 10
mV
Hz
. The dashed lines represent an approximation of the noise
floor of each discriminator in terms of a power series of f (f−2, f−1, f 0,
f 1 and f 2).
pends on the amplitude of the input signal and on the gain settings
of the PI controller. It is presented here for a PI gain adjusted to
optimize the noise floor. Operation at too high gain may increase the
noise floor by one or two orders of magnitude at Fourier frequencies
above 10 Hz. In the range of 100 Hz to 10 kHz, a white frequency
noise floor is observed (∼ 10−3 Hz2Hz ). Out of this range, the noise floor
scales as f−2 at low frequencies, resulting from the VCO white fre-
quency noise that is multiplied by f−2 due to the Leeson effect [28]
and linearly with f at high frequencies, resulting from the PLL servo
bump.
The noise floor of the Miteq discriminator is white frequency noise
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at frequencies f > 100 Hz (∼ 0.1Hz2Hz ) and increases as 1/f at lower
frequencies. The digital phase detector DXD200 has a typical 1/f
phase noise floor, which translates into a small frequency noise floor
at low Fourier frequencies (< 10−5 Hz
2
Hz at 10 Hz). The frequency
noise floor increases with f with a slope slightly larger than unity
in a log-log plot (the experimentally observed dependence is fα with
α ≈ 1.3), and surpasses the noise floor of the two prior frequency dis-
criminators at Fourier frequencies over 1 kHz (compared to the ana-
log PLL discriminator) or 30 kHz (compared to Miteq). The noise
floor of the HF2PLL has two contributions i.e. white frequency noise
at low Fourier frequencies and white phase noise at high frequencies.
The white frequency noise floor results from white noise in the ana-
log port that outputs the frequency deviation dF . When converted
into an equivalent frequency noise using the discriminator sensitiv-
ity, this leads to a frequency noise floor that depends on the selected
sensitivity Dν and which scales as
1
D2ν
for Dν below Dν = 10
mV
Hz . For
higher sensitivities, the frequency noise floor starts to increase again
due to the other noise contributions. The lowest noise floor is about
3× 10−8 Hz2Hz , obtained for Dν = 10mVHz . On the other hand, the white
phase noise (∼ 5× 10−13 rad2Hz ) at high frequencies is due to the white
noise at the input port of the HF2LI lock-in and is thus insensitive
to the PLL output gain. The HF2PLL has the lowest noise floor in
the frequency range from 1 Hz to 50 kHz.
2.3.4 AM/AN cross-sensitivity
An ideal frequency discriminator should be sensitive to frequency
modulation (FM) or frequency noise (FN) only and insensitive to
amplitude modulation (AM) or amplitude noise (AN). However, the
situation is different in a real device and the cross-sensitivity of each
discriminator has been investigated, both in terms of AM and AN.
In the first case, a pure AM signal was applied to the input of the
discriminator (with the AM depth ranging from 10% to 100% de-
pending on the discriminator) and the output signal was measured
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using a lock-in amplifier. In the second case, white AN was added
at the input of the discriminators and the output voltage PSD was
recorded using an FFT analyzer. The sensitivity of each discrimina-
tor (in
[
V
Hz
]
) was used to convert the measured AM (AN) response
into an equivalent FM (FN) signal. Then, an AM-to-FM (AN-to-FN)
conversion factor (in
[
Hz
%
]
) was determined for each discriminator by
normalizing the measured equivalent frequency response by the ap-
plied AM or AN (the latter was separately measured using a power
detector, model Mini-Circuits ZX47-55LN-S+).
Figure 2.6 shows that all discriminators have some cross-sensitivity
to AM and AN, the magnitude of which is being very similar in both
cases. The analog PLL and the DXD200 show a similar AM (AN)
sensitivity, which increases approximately linearly with the modula-
tion frequency, meaning that these discriminators are more sensitive
to fast AM (AN). The general trend is similar for HF2PLL, but the
AM (AN) sensitivity is two orders of magnitude weaker. Miteq dis-
criminator has by far the highest AM sensitivity with a constant
conversion factor of 5
[
kHz
%
]
.
It was also observed that the AM-to-FM conversion factor in the
analog PLL depends somewhat on some loop parameters, such as the
amplitude of the input carrier and the servo gain. In this discrim-
inator, the origin of this AM sensitivity lies in some imperfections
in the PLL loop, which slightly shift the operating point out of its
nominal position. In a perfect analog PLL, the two input signals
(LO and RF) are locked in quadrature (90◦ out-of-phase), as the er-
ror signal (mixer output) is zero in this phase condition. In such an
ideal situation, it can be demonstrated that a PLL is fully insensitive
to AM. However, a small electronic offset (e.g., induced at the servo
input) may slightly shift the PLL operating point from the quadra-
ture condition, making it sensitive to AM. The response to AM thus
directly scales with the small phase shift from the quadrature point.
Fine adjustment of the input offset of the PI servo controller allows
to retrieve the correct PLL quadrature operation point and to mini-
mize the AM sensitivity compared to the result shown in Figure 2.6,
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Figure 2.6: Cross-sensitivity of the discriminators to amplitude modu-
lation (a) and to amplitude noise (b), expressed in terms of AM-to-FM
(AN-to-FN) conversion factor (in
[
Hz
%
]
). The dashed lines represent an
approximation of the AM–FM (AN–FN) conversion factor as a constant
level (for Miteq) or proportional to f (for the other discriminators), ob-
tained in the high frequency range where the measurements are out of the
noise floor of each discriminator. These trend lines are used to extract
numerical values for the AN–FN cross-sensitivity of each discriminator as
listed in Table 2.1.
obtained without input offset correction. Such adjustment is quite
straightforward in the presence of the pure AM, which is easy to
detect, but is more critical in the presence of the simultaneous AM
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and FM, or, even worse, in the presence of AN and FN.
2.4 Comparison of RF discriminators
Table 2.1 summarizes the main properties of each discriminator ex-
tracted from the characterization measurements of Section 2.3. A con-
venient means to compare the characteristics of different discrimina-
tors is to graphically depict their respective domain of application
in the plane (f, Sδν). The idea is to represent a frequency or phase
discriminator as a surface delimited by the following boundaries (Fig-
ure 2.7(a)): the discriminator noise floor Smin, its bandwidth fBW,
and the maximum measurable frequency noise PSD Smax. While the
noise floor and the bandwidth of each discriminator are straight-
forwardly extracted from the measurements shown in Section 2.3,
the upper frequency noise limit has been indirectly determined from
the discriminator linear frequency range ∆flin, taking into account
the relationship that links the frequency noise spectrum and the
linewidth. This relation has been discussed in detail in [6], while
its experimental validation is given in Chapter 3. The main conclu-
sions of this study is that the frequency noise spectrum Sδν(f) can
be divided geometrically into two surfaces (the slow and fast modu-
lation areas) by the β-separation line, defined as Sδν(f) =
8 ln 2
pi2 f . It
was shown in [6] that only the slow modulation area of surface A,
for which Sδν(f) >
8 ln 2
pi2 f , contributes to the linewidth of the signal,
FWHM =
√
(8 ln 2)A, while the fast modulation area Sδν(f) <
8 ln 2
pi2 f
only contributes to the wings of the lineshape without affecting the
linewidth.
A correct measurement of the frequency noise of a beat signal
requires that the linewidth of the analyzed signal be narrower than
the discriminator linear range i.e. FWHM  ∆flin. In order to
have a sufficient margin, it is expected that FWHM ≤ ∆flinn while
in this study it is considered that n = 3. In this condition, the
fraction of the spectral power which is out of the discriminator op-
erating range can be shown to be 0.04% for a Gaussian lineshape
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Figure 2.7: Examples of a graphical representation of a frequency/phase
discriminator with different bandwidths (fBW = 100 Hz, 1 kHz, 10 kHz,
100 kHz and 1 MHz): (a) frequency discriminator in the plane (f, Sδν),
(b) phase discriminator in the plane (f, Sδϕ), and (c) phase discrimina-
tor in the plane (f, Sδν). The frequency discriminator has a range of
∆f = 100 kHz and a noise floor Smin = 0.01
Hz2
Hz
; the phase discriminator
has a range ∆ϕ = 2pi and a noise floor Sminδϕ = 10
−9 rad2
Hz
. The dashed line
represents the β-separation line Sδν(f) =
8 ln 2
pi2
f in the frequency noise
spectrum and its correspondent Sδϕ(f) =
8 ln 2
pi2
1
f
in the phase noise spec-
trum.
(valid for 8 ln 2pi2 fBW < Smax, see [6]) and 21% for a Lorentzian lineshape
(8 ln 2pi2 fBW > Smax). Assuming a white frequency noise in a bandwidth
fBW, Sδν(f < fBW) = Smax, the surface of the slow modulation area
is simply A = Smax · fBW = FWHM28 ln 2 , so that
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Frequency range Demodulation span
Discriminator
Total Linear Center Total Linear
[MHz] [MHz] [MHz] ∆fmax ∆flin
Analog PLL 199-210 203-210 206.5 11 [MHz] 7 [MHz]
HF2PLL 1-49 . . . . . . 20Dν [Hz]
20
Dν
[Hz]
Miteq 16-30 18-27 22.5 14 [MHz] 9 [MHz]
DXD200 0.5-200 . . . . . . 128pi [rad] 128pi [rad]
Sensitivity ±0.9 dB BW AN-FN conv.
Dν fBW [kHz] [
Hz
% ]
Analog PLL 7 · 10−7 VHz 200 2 · 10−3 · f
HF2PLL 8 · 10−10 - 1.6 VHz 50 1.5 · 10−5 · f
Miteq 1.25 · 10−6 VHz 2000 5 · 103
DXD200 0.018 Vrad 1000 2 · 10−3 · f
Noise floor
[
Hz2
Hz
]
, S(f) ∼ fα
Range 1 Range 2 Range 3
−2 < α < −1 α = 0 1 < α < 2
Analog PLL 4 · f−2 10−3 1 · 10−7 · f
HF2PLL . . . 3 · 10−12D−2ν 5 · 10−13 · f 2
Miteq 10 · f−1 10−1 . . .
DXD200 . . . . . . 1.5 · 10−7 · f 1.3
Table 2.1: Properties of the frequency/phase discriminators.
Smax ≤
(
∆flin
n
)2
8 ln 2 · fBW . (2.5)
For a given discriminator range ∆flin, the maximum measureable
frequency noise thus decreases as the inverse of the discriminator
bandwidth fBW. This relation is valid as long as Smax >
8 ln 2
pi2 fBW.
On the contrary, when Smax <
8 ln 2
pi2 fBW, it becomes independent of
the bandwidth and Smax =
∆flin
npi . This results from the fact that the
additional frequency noise occurring in a bandwidth increment does
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not contribute to the signal linewidth, as it is entirely below the
β-separation line [6]. The upper limit Smax of the frequency discrim-
inators has been determined for a white frequency noise; however,
one has to keep in mind that a higher frequency noise level acting in
a narrower bandwidth would still be measurable if its surface A was
smaller than Smax · fBW.
The geometrical illustration of the phase discriminator is slightly
different, as it first has to be represented in the phase noise plane
(f, Sϕ). In that plane, the discriminator is also depicted by a rect-
angular surface, limited by the following boundaries (Figure 2.7(b)):
the discriminator noise floor Sminϕ , its bandwidth fBW, and the max-
imum measurable phase noise Smaxϕ . As for the frequency discrimi-
nators previously considered, the maximum measurable phase noise
∆ϕrms must be smaller than the discriminator linear range ∆ϕlin:
∆ϕrms ≤ ∆ϕlin2n , again with the choice of n = 3. Assuming a low-pass
filtered white phase noise Sδϕ(f < fBW) = S
max
δϕ , the rms phase fluc-
tuations are given by the integrated phase noise
∆ϕ2rms =
∫ fBW
0
Sδϕ(f)df = S
max
δϕ · fBW, (2.6)
so that
Smaxδϕ ≤
1
fBW
(
∆ϕlin
2n
)2
. (2.7)
To have a constant phase excursion ∆ϕrms, the maximum phase noise
PSD must be inversely proportional to the discriminator bandwidth.
In order to compare the frequency and phase discriminators in the
same plot, the rectangular surface representing the phase detector in
the plane (f, Sδϕ) is converted into the (f, Sδν) plane by applying the
transformation
(f, Sδϕ(f))→ (f, f 2Sδϕ(f)), (2.8)
as Sδν(f) = f
2Sδϕ(f). The constant lower and upper phase noise lim-
its of the phase discriminator thus convert into the lines of slope +2
in terms of frequency noise (Figure 2.7(c)). One also notices that the
maximum frequency noise value moves parallel to the β-separation
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line as a function of the discriminator bandwidth, since it corresponds
to Smax = S
max
δϕ · f 2BW = ∆ϕrms · fBW and is thus proportional to the
Fourier frequency like the β-separation line. From this observation
it is possible to deduce the phase fluctuations that correspond to the
β-separation line:
∆ϕrms =
√
8 ln 2
pi
∼= 0.75 [rad]. (2.9)
The graphical comparison of different discriminators is shown in Fig-
ure 2.8. It is noticeable that the analog PLL discriminator and the
Miteq RF discriminator have very similar properties in terms of min-
imum and maximum measurable frequency noise (slightly better for
the analog PLL), but the Miteq discriminator has a wider band-
width. Their noise floor below the 1 Hz
2
Hz level over a wide frequency
range and their intersection with the β-separation line at a Fourier
frequency of a few hertz should enable these discriminators to char-
acterize beat signals with a few hertz linewidth (assuming a white
frequency noise), provided that no other undesirable effect will de-
grade the noise floor, as might be the case in presence of the ampli-
tude noise (see discussion in the following Section 2.5). The digital
phase detector DXD200 enables detection of much smaller frequency
fluctuations, especially at low Fourier frequencies, as a result of its
sensitivity to the phase fluctuations of the input signal. Owing to its
applicability to a large fraction of the slow modulation area which
is below the β-separation line, this discriminator is suitable for the
characterization of coherent beat signals with sub-radian integrated
phase noise. Nevertheless, the maximum frequency noise measurable
with this device is limited to 4.5×10−3 ·f 2
[
Hz2
Hz
]
due to its 128pi phase
coverage.
The HF2PLL combines several advantages of the other discrimi-
nators. Its very low-noise performance, resulting from the numerical
operation, converts into a low noise floor, which can be as small
as 3 × 10−8 Hz2Hz (for Dν = 10mVHz ). This makes the discriminator
slightly more sensitive than the DXD200 for the characterization
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of low-noise beat signals with down to sub-radian integrated phase
noise, at Fourier frequencies higher than 100 Hz. However, its band-
width is slightly lower than for the other discriminators. At lower
Fourier frequencies, the HF2PLL discriminator does not compete
with the superior capabilities of the digital phase detector DXD200,
which results from its white phase noise floor. The flexibility offered
by the computer selectable discriminator value Dν in the HF2PLL
also makes possible the characterization of much wider beat signals
with a linewidth ranging from kilohertz to megahertz, which is by
far not possible with the digital phase detector. The analog PLL and
the Miteq discriminators are also suitable for such broad linewidths.
Figure 2.8: Graphical comparison of the characteristics of different dis-
criminators. Each discriminator is represented by a surface delimited
by its noise floor Smin, its bandwidth fBW and the maximum measure-
able frequency noise PSD Smax. The situation for HF2PLL depends
on the selected discriminator value Dν and is shown here for two cases,
Dν = 100
µV
Hz
and Dν = 10
mV
Hz
. The dashed line represents the β-separation
line Sδν(f) =
8 ln 2
pi2
f [6].
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2.5 Application of RF discriminators
In this section an example of the application of the described discrim-
inators is presented. They are used for the characterization of a real
experimental signal. For illustration purposes, the CEO beat signal
of an optical frequency comb is used as a test signal. This CEO beat
is generated from the output of a diode-pumped solid-state 1.56 µm
Er:Yb:glass femtosecond laser oscillator, spectrally broadened to an
octave spectrum in a highly nonlinear fiber. Detailed description of
the frequency comb and generation of the CEO beat signal can be
found in [8,29] as well as in Chapter 5. Self-referencing of the comb is
achieved by stabilizing the CEO beat, detected in a standard f-to-2f
interferometer [30] to a 20 MHz frequency reference signal using a
PLL. The wide linear range of DXD200 digital phase detector, which
can track large phase fluctuations of much more than 2pi, is used in
the PLL to detect the CEO beat phase fluctuations.
The CEO beat signal of this comb was used to assess the ca-
pability of different discriminators to measure the frequency noise
spectrum of a real signal. Each discriminator was used to demod-
ulate the same 20 MHz CEO signal and the discriminator output
signal was measured using an FFT spectrum analyzer to determine
the frequency noise PSD of the CEO beat in the range from 1 Hz
to 100 kHz. With the analog PLL discriminator, the CEO beat signal
(fCEO = 20 MHz) was mixed with a reference signal (fref = 227 MHz),
in order to frequency up-convert it into the range of operation of
this discriminator (at fref − fCEO = 207 MHz). With all the other
devices, the 20 MHz CEO beat was directly used with an amplitude
of 0 dBm. Measurements were performed for the free-running CEO
signal and for the CEO phase-locked to a 20 MHz reference signal to
reduce its frequency noise. For the stabilized CEO beat, the digital
phase detector DXD200 was used in the stabilization loop to produce
the error signal that displays the phase fluctuations of the CEO beat
compared to the reference signal. In that case, the frequency noise
PSD measured with the digital phase detector is an in-loop measure-
ment, but it was checked that an out-of-loop measurement performed
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with a similar device gave an identical result. For all the other dis-
criminators, the frequency noise spectra of the stabilized CEO were
measured out-of-loop.
Figure 2.9 compares the CEO frequency noise spectra obtained
with different discriminators. The free-running CEO beat has a line
width (FWHM) of a few kilohertz [8], measured in an observation
time of ∼ 10 ms. This linewidth is much smaller than the range of
operation of all the frequency discriminators used (analog and numer-
ical PLLs and Miteq), which are thus perfectly suitable for the char-
acterization of the frequency noise of the free-running CEO beat. It
is clearly seen that all of the measured spectra are in very good agree-
ment (Figure 2.9(a)). However, the digital phase detector DXD200
is not applicable to the measurement of the free-running CEO, as
the CEO phase fluctuations are much larger than the range of this
discriminator, especially at low Fourier frequencies.
The frequency noise is strongly reduced when the CEO is phase-
locked to an external frequency reference. A loop bandwidth of
∼ 5.5 kHz is sufficient to completely reduce the frequency noise of
the CEO below the β-separation line, indicating that the CEO beat
linewidth is reduced to zero, resulting in the apparition of a coherent
peak in the CEO RF spectrum with a sub-radian integrated phase
noise [9, 31], which is the characteristic of a tight phase lock. In
that case, the small frequency noise occurring at low Fourier fre-
quencies constitutes a very useful signal for the comparison of the
discriminators, as shown in Figure 2.9(b). The digital phase detector
DXD200 is the most sensitive discriminator at low Fourier frequen-
cies, owing to its sensitivity to the phase of the signal rather than
to its frequency. The measurement with the analog PLL discrimi-
nator overlaps the curve obtained with the digital phase detector in
the frequency range f > 50 Hz of the spectrum, where significant
frequency fluctuations occur as a result of the limited feedback gain
and the presence of the loop servo bump. At lower Fourier frequen-
cies, the measurement is limited by the noise floor of the analog PLL
discriminator.
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Figure 2.9: Frequency noise PSD of the CEO beat in the Er:Yb:glass
frequency comb, measured with different discriminators; (a) free-running
CEO and (b) CEO phase-stabilized to a 20 MHz reference signal. For
HF2PLL, the discriminator value is 100 µV
Hz
. The β-separation line that
is relevant for the determination of the CEO beat linewidth is also shown
as a dashed line [6].
The HF2PLL should enable the detection of the lower frequency
fluctuations due to its potentially much lower intrinsic noise floor,
which can be reached at elevated discriminator sensitivity Dν (e.g.
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Sminδν = 3× 10−8 Hz
2
Hz for Dν = 10
mV
Hz from Subsection 2.3.3). How-
ever, such a high discriminator value could not be used in this mea-
surement and a value Dν = 100
µV
Hz was used instead. The low fre-
quency noise floor is reduced to ∼ 5× 10−4 Hz2Hz in this case, which
is in good agreement with the level observed in the CEO frequency
noise spectrum.
Finally, Miteq discriminator, with its strong AN cross-sensitivity,
can measure only a small portion of the locked CEO frequency noise
spectrum, due to its high noise floor of ∼ 1× 103 Hz2Hz out of the servo
bump at ∼ 7 kHz. The relative amplitude noise PSD measured in
the CEO beat is ∼ −84 dBHz in the range between 200 Hz and 100 kHz
and increases roughly as 1/f for f < 200 Hz (measured with a power
detector). With the measured AN-FN conversion factor of 5 kHz% for
Miteq discriminator, this translates into an AN-induced noise floor
of ∼ 900 Hz2Hz , which is in very good agreement with the observed
value of ∼ 1 × 103 Hz2Hz , showing that the measurement with this
discriminator is strongly limited by its AN sensitivity.
2.6 Conclusion
The full characterization of the PLL frequency discriminator was pre-
sented in this chapter. This discriminator was developed in order to
analyze the frequency noise properties of an RF signal, e.g. an opti-
cal beat signal between two lasers or between a laser and a frequency
comb. Owing to its large linear frequency range of 7 MHz, its band-
width of 200 kHz and its noise floor below 0.01 Hz
2
Hz in the range from∼ 10 Hz to 100 kHz, this frequency discriminator is able to fully
characterize the frequency noise of a beat signal with a linewidth
ranging from a couple of megahertz down to a few hertz. It thus has
a wide range of applications, for instance for the characterization
of the frequency noise spectrum of free-running lasers, the measure-
ment of transfer functions in free-running optical frequency combs
(for the CEO, the repetition rate or an individual comb line), or for
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the characterization of the frequency noise properties of stabilized
frequency combs and ultra-narrow linewidth cavity-stabilized lasers.
Three other types of commercially available discriminators, (i) a
Miteq RF discriminator, (ii) a digital PLL (HF2PLL) encompassed
in a high-frequency lock-in amplifier, and (iii) a digital phase detec-
tor (DXD200) have been characterized in order to make the com-
parison with the analog PLL. From their measured characteristics,
these discriminators were compared with respect to their domain of
application in the frequency noise plane (f, Sδν). These discrimina-
tors have complementary properties that make them applicable to
different types of input signals.
The Miteq discriminator is the simplest one to use. With its wide
linear range of operation, it is perfectly suitable for the characteriza-
tion of free-running lasers or frequency combs. Its white frequency
noise floor of 0.1 Hz
2
Hz reached at f > 100 Hz with a 1/f increase at
lower frequencies, should make it applicable also for the analysis of
narrow-linewidth signals. However, this discriminator has shown a
strong sensitivity to amplitude modulation and amplitude noise with
a conversion factor of ∼ 5 kHz% , which strongly limits its use for low
frequency noise signals in the presence of amplitude noise. For this
reason, this discriminator could only measure a small portion of the
frequency noise spectrum of the locked CEO in the frequency comb,
the rest of the spectrum being hidden by the AN-induced noise floor.
The HF2PLL has a software-controlled output gain, allowing it to
achieve a broad range of discrimination factors and thus to straight-
forwardly adjust its domain of operation. This flexibility, combined
with its low intrinsic noise floor, makes this discriminator applica-
ble to the characterization of lasers with a wide range of linewidths.
However, the lower bandwidth of this discriminator prevents a com-
plete characterization of the frequency noise spectrum of lasers with
MHz-range linewidth, such as distributed feedback lasers. Further-
more, the potential capability of this discriminator to reach a very
low noise floor at low Fourier frequencies, and thus to character-
ize low-noise beat signals with sub-radian integrated phase noise, is
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somewhat limited by the impracticality of the use of a high discrim-
inator factor with a real signal. For this reason, the characterization
of the CEO frequency noise in the frequency comb was limited to
Fourier frequencies f > 100 Hz. At lower frequencies, a noise floor
of ∼ 10−3 Hz2Hz prevents the detection of smaller frequency fluctua-
tions, despite the much lower intrinsic noise floor of the HF2PLL in
the 3 × 10−8 Hz2Hz range obtained at a higher discriminator factor of
10 mVHz .
Finally, the digital phase detector DXD200 is very sensitive to
small frequency fluctuations at low Fourier frequency owing to its
sensitivity to phase fluctuations, which makes it the most sensitive
device for the characterization of a real beat signal containing simul-
taneous frequency noise and amplitude noise, such as encountered
in the frequency-stabilized CEO beat in the Er:Yb:glass frequency
comb.
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Chapter 3
The β-separation line
and laser linewidth
Laser frequency fluctuations can be characterized either comprehen-
sively by the frequency noise spectrum or in a simple but incomplete
manner by the laser linewidth. A formal relation exists to calculate
the linewidth from the frequency noise spectrum, but it is labori-
ous to apply in practice. Recently a much simpler geometrical ap-
proximation, applicable to any arbitrary frequency noise spectrum
was proposed [6]. In this chapter, an experimental validation of
this approximation is presented. Laser sources of different spectral
characteristics are used. For each of them, the measurement of the
frequency noise spectrum as well as the direct measurement of the
linewidth have been made. Afterwards the frequency noise spectrum
has been used to calculate the approximate linewidth and compare
it to the values measured directly. A very good agreement between
the approximate and directly measured linewidths is observed over
a broad range of values (from kilohertz to megahertz) and for signif-
icantly different laser line shapes.
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3.1 Introduction
The linewidth, i.e., the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the
optical line shape, is commonly used to characterize the spectral
properties of a laser, as this single parameter is convenient to com-
pare different laser sources in a simple and straightforward manner.
However, it gives only poor information about the spectral distribu-
tion of the laser frequency noise. Fitting the laser line shape by a
Voigt profile allows to extract the Lorentzian and Gaussian contribu-
tions, thus to get some information about the respective contribution
of white frequency noise and flicker noise to the laser spectrum [32],
but the information obtained in this way remains incomplete. Fi-
nally, any free-running laser suffers from flicker noise that diverges
at low frequency, leading to a linewidth that depends on the observa-
tion time. All these points make the linewidth improper as a figure
of merit of the laser spectral properties.
On the opposite, a full picture of the laser frequency noise is given
by the frequency noise power spectral density (PSD). It represents
the spectral density of the laser frequency fluctuations and shows
noise spectral components that contribute to the laser linewidth. The
frequency noise PSD can be measured by signal demodulation, using
a frequency discriminator to convert the frequency fluctuations of the
laser into measurable voltage fluctuations. An optical frequency dis-
criminator, such as the side of an atomic/molecular transition [20,22]
or of a Perot-Fabry resonance [24], can be used to measure directly
the laser frequency fluctuations in the optical domain. Alternatively,
a radio-frequency (RF) discriminator (Chapter 2) can be used to ana-
lyze the frequency fluctuations of the heterodyne beat signal between
the laser under test and a reference laser in the electrical domain [5].
Both approaches are fully equivalent.
The frequency noise PSD contains the full information about the
laser frequency noise. The optical line shape, and thus the linewidth,
may in principle be calculated from the frequency noise spectrum,
while the reverse process is not possible. However, the exact deter-
mination of the linewidth from the frequency noise spectral density
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is not straightforward in most cases and involves a two-step numeri-
cal integration procedure [33–36], which will be briefly explained in
Section 3.2.
Recently, a very simple approximation to determine the linewidth
of a laser from an arbitrary frequency noise spectrum has been pro-
posed, based on theoretical considerations [6]. Here, the first ex-
perimental validation of this simple formula will be presented. Us-
ing state-of-the-art femtosecond fiber and solid-state lasers as test
signals, the comparison has been made between the linewidth cal-
culated from the measured frequency noise PSD by the simple ap-
proximation from [6], and the actual linewidth independently mea-
sured. Femtosecond lasers were used as test signals because they offer
easy and convenient means to modify the frequency noise spectrum
and consequently to vary the corresponding linewidth over a broad
range. The experimental validation of the simple approximation for
the linewidth is presented over three decades, covering linewidths
spanning from kilohertz to megahertz.
3.2 Theoretical background
The universal method for the calculation of the laser optical line
shape from its frequency noise PSD Sδν(f) has been derived by Elliot
et al. [33]. The PSD of the laser optical field SE(ν) is given by
SE(ν) =
= 2
∫ ∞
−∞
e−i2piντ
[
E20e
i2piν0τ × exp
(
−2
∫ ∞
0
Sδν(f)
sin2pifτ
f 2
df
)]
dτ
(3.1)
This expression is the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation func-
tion of the laser electric field represented by the term in the square
brackets. The only situation in which Equation 3.1 can be analyt-
ically solved is the ideal case of a pure white frequency noise [34],
which leads to the well-known Lorentzian line shape described by the
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Schawlow–Townes linewidth [37], modified by Henry [38]. In the real
case of an experimental frequency noise spectrum, Equation 3.1 has
to be numerically integrated and some care is required in the imple-
mentation of this procedure to obtain the correct laser optical line
shape without numerical artifacts. This includes the evaluation of
the autocorrelation function of the laser electric field over an ensem-
ble of correlation times τ , i.e., the first integral (in the parentheses)
has to be calculated many times for different values of τ . Using im-
proper values for either the overall range of τ (which determines the
resolution of the line shape spectrum calculated from Equation 3.1)
or the sampling rate of the autocorrelation function (which deter-
mines the Nyquist frequency of the calculated line shape) may lead
to an incorrectly calculated laser optical line shape. As the line shape
(linewidth) to be retrieved is not known a priori, the choice of the τ
values is not trivial and may require an iterative process to achieve
the correct linewidth. Furthermore, an experimental frequency noise
spectrum covers a finite frequency range, so that the first integration
cannot be performed between zero and infinity as defined in the gen-
eral Equation 3.1. Therefore, one has to restrict the integration over
a narrower interval, but from the double integration of the Equa-
tion 3.1, it is not obvious to determine which parts of the frequency
noise spectrum contribute to the linewidth and which parts do not.
The recently introduced concept of the β-separation line in the
frequency noise spectrum provides a straightforward metric to iden-
tify those spectral components that contribute to the linewidth [6].
Based on that concept a simple approximate formula to determine
the linewidth of a laser from its frequency noise PSD is derived. This
approximation, based on a geometrical separation of the frequency
noise PSD into two areas, applies to any type of noise and avoids
the two-step integration procedure required in the exact line shape
calculation previously discussed.
Here, the principles of this approximation are briefly reviewed,
while in the following sections, an experimental validation of this
formula will be presented together with the assessment of the accu-
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racy of this approximation, using real experimental laser spectra.
The β-separation line was introduced in the theoretical study [6]
and is defined as
Sδν(f) =
8 ln 2
pi2
f (3.2)
It geometrically separates the frequency noise PSD in two regions
(Figure 3.1), with significantly different influence on the optical line
shape.
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Figure 3.1: Graphical representation of the simple approximation pro-
posed to determine the linewidth of a laser from its frequency noise PSD
Sδν(f), calculated from the surface A of the slow modulation area. The
shadowed areas on this schematized frequency noise spectrum represent
the surface A that encloses all spectral components for which Sδν(f) ex-
ceeds the β-separation line Sδν(f) =
8 ln 2
pi2
f (dashed line).
Only the slow frequency modulation area, where Sδν(f) >
8 ln 2
pi2 f ,
contributes to the linewidth of the signal. In the fast frequency
modulation area, where Sδν(f) <
8ln2
pi2 f , the frequency fluctuations
are too fast to affect the laser linewidth and only contribute to the
wings of the line shape. A very simple approximation of the laser
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linewidth is obtained from the surface A of the slow modulation area
of the PSD spectrum displayed in Figure 3.1:
FWHM =
√
(8 ln 2)A (3.3)
Here, A represents the overall surface under the portions of Sδν(f)
that exceeds the β-separation line, which is mathematically obtained
by integrating the product between the frequency noise PSD and the
Heaviside step function H(x) = 0 if x < 0, H(x) = 1 if x ≥ 0:
A =
∫ ∞
1/T0
H
(
Sδν(f)− 8 ln 2
pi2
f
)
Sδν(f)df (3.4)
A cut-off frequency 1/T0, where T0 is the observation time, is intro-
duced to prevent the divergence of the integral, and consequently of
the linewidth, in the presence or 1/f noise. However, integration
down to zero frequency (infinite observation time) is possible in the
absence of diverging low-frequency noise.
In comparison with the two-step integration procedure, the ap-
proximation based on the β-separation line requires only the eval-
uation of the area of a bounded surface below the frequency noise
spectrum Sδν(f). This integration is quite trivial and not prone to
numerical artifacts, making this method very robust and easy to ap-
ply.
3.3 Experimental setup
The validation of the theoretical approximation 3.3 of the laser line-
width requires examination of different test signals, covering a wide
range of linewidths. An appropriate test signal for this study would
be a laser source or an optical beat signal of variable linewidth. The
carrier-envelope-offset (CEO) beat of a frequency comb, which cor-
responds to the heterodyne optical beat between comb lines located
at the two extreme edges of an octave-spanning comb spectrum [30],
can be changed in a wide range of linewidths. This convenience of
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the CEO beat of a frequency comb makes it a good test signal for
the experimental validation of the approximate formula 3.3. The
schematics of the experiment is displayed in Figure 3.2, while the
detailed explanations of the laser sources and the measurement tech-
niques are presented in the corresponding Subsections.
Figure 3.2: The experimental setup for the test of the β-separation line
based linewidth approximation.
3.3.1 Laser sources
A frequency comb is generated from an ultrafast laser with fem-
tosecond pulses. It comprises tens to hundreds of thousands of
equidistant spectral lines that form a frequency ruler over a broad
spectrum [21, 39]. The carrier-envelope-offset results from a phase
shift between the laser pulse envelope and the carrier field. In the
frequency domain, it is manifested as a uniform shift fCEO of all
frequency comb lines from exact harmonics of the laser repetition
rate frep
νN = fCEO +Nfrep. (3.5)
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In time and frequency metrology, a frequency comb provides a di-
rect link between optical and microwave frequencies and is gener-
ally stabilized to a microwave reference. This is accomplished by
phase-locking the two comb parameters (fCEO and frep) to a highly
stable external reference. For the stabilization of the CEO in fre-
quency combs used for this experiment, the phase fluctuations be-
tween the CEO beat and the external reference are detected in a
digital phase detector (Menlo DXD200). After amplification by a
servo controller, the feedback signal is applied to the pump diode
of the femtosecond laser. Depending on the gain and bandwidth
of the CEO servo loop, the frequency noise of the CEO beat, and
thus its linewidth, may be modified. In this experiment, two dif-
ferent frequency combs were used, each covering a different range
of linewidths. In each comb, the CEO beat is locked to a 20 MHz
reference oscillator.
The first frequency comb is generated from a commercial Er:fiber
laser (FC1500 MenloSystems, Germany) with 250 MHz repetition
rate. This system suffers from significant noise, as commonly ob-
served in Er:fiber lasers [40], leading to a measured free-running CEO
beat linewidth of 200 kHz to 300 kHz (at 10 ms observation time).
A linewidth ranging from 300 kHz to 2 MHz can be obtained in the
stabilized CEO beat by altering the loop parameters.
The second frequency comb is based on an Er:Yb:glass (ERGO)
laser oscillator, a femtosecond diode-pumped solid-state laser with
75 MHz repetition rate [8]. Its superior noise properties lead to a
free-running CEO beat linewidth of ∼ 4 kHz (at 10 ms observation
time) [9]. A narrow-linewidth range (4 kHz to 20 kHz) was covered
with this system by changing the parameters of the CEO servo loop.
Moreover, different levels of white noise were added to the piezoelec-
tric transducer controlling the length of the femtosecond laser cavity,
which induces additional frequency noise in the CEO beat due to the
correlation between the noise of the repetition rate and of the CEO
beat generally observed in a frequency comb [41]. In combination
with the adjustment of the stabilization loop parameters, this en-
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abled further broadening of the CEO linewidth in the intermediate
range of 20 kHz to 100 kHz.
In both combs, the phase stabilization strongly reduces the low
frequency 1/f noise of the free-running CEO beat. Consequently,
only a small portion of the frequency noise spectrum exceeds the
β-separation line and contributes to the linewidth, which is more-
over independent of the observation time. This allows a true com-
parison between the linewidth determined from the frequency noise
PSD and the actual linewidth observed on a spectrum analyzer, with-
out any experimental artifacts. This also enables a long averaging of
the spectra in order to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio and to in-
crease the accuracy of the linewidth determination, thus improving
the comparison between the approximate and real linewidths.
Finally, a third different system has been considered in the anal-
ysis, in order to demonstrate the universality of the β-separation line
approach to linewidth determination. It consists of the heterodyne
beat between one line of the Er:fiber femtosecond laser and a 1.55 µm
cavity-stabilized ultra-narrow linewidth laser [42]. In this case, a fre-
quency noise PSD of a different shape was obtained compared to the
CEO beats of the frequency combs, with a corresponding linewidth
of ∼170 kHz.
3.3.2 Frequency noise PSD measurement
The frequency noise PSD of the beat signals was measured using
a frequency discriminator, in order to convert the frequency fluc-
tuations into measurable voltage fluctuations [5]. For the ERGO
and Er:fiber CEO beats, the digital phase detector DXD200 of the
CEO stabilization loop was used, with a measured sensitivity of
≈ 0.02 × 1f
[
V
Hz
]
(Chapter 2). It was demonstrated in [5] that these
devices do not have a constant sensitivity over their entire range of
operation. Some nonlinear points are observed, where local sensi-
tivity significantly deviates from the average measured value. Even
if the phase detector is operated out of these strong nonlinearities,
the sensitivity slightly depends on the exact operating point. This
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makes a very accurate determination of this sensitivity difficult, re-
sulting in a typical uncertainty in the order of 10%. The frequency
noise of the beat between the ultra-stable laser and the Er:fiber fre-
quency comb was demodulated using an RF frequency discriminator
(frequency-to-voltage converter) Miteq FMDM-21.4/4-2 with a sen-
sitivity of 1.25×10−6 [ VHz] (Chapter 2). The response of this discrim-
inator is dependent on the amplitude of the input signal [5], which
leads to a similar uncertainty of 10% on the discriminator sensitivity.
For each experimental signal, the PSD of the discriminator output
voltage was recorded on a fast Fourier transform (FFT) analyzer and
afterwards converted into frequency noise PSD using the discrimina-
tor sensitivity. In order to achieve a good spectral resolution over the
entire considered frequency range, each spectrum was obtained from
the combination of five FFT spectra of decreasing spectral resolution
(span of 24.4 Hz, 195 Hz, 1.56 kHz, 12.5 kHz, and 100 kHz) after
co-averaging at least 300 individual FFT traces. The area of the
frequency noise PSD exceeding the β-separation line was determined
for each spectrum by Equation 3.4 and the approximate linewidth
FWHMPSD was then calculated using Equation 3.3. The relative
uncertainty on the calculated linewidth lies in the range from 10%
to 15% and is mainly due to the uncertainty on the discriminator
sensitivity.
3.3.3 Line profile measurement
The RF heterodyne beat (either CEO beat or laser to comb beat)
was separately recorded on an electrical spectrum analyzer (ESA).
The absence of 1/f noise in the spectra enables improvement of the
signal-to-noise ratio of the recorded signal by co-averaging 200 spec-
tra. The measured power spectra were fitted by a Voigt profile
in order to extract the Gaussian and Lorentzian contributions and
thus the Voigt linewidth FWHMVoigt. The uncertainty in the Voigt
linewidth was determined from the standard deviation of the Loren-
tzian and Gaussian contributions, using the analytical approximation
of the Voigt linewidth given by Olivero and Longbothum [43]. De-
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pending on the quality of the signal, the typical relative uncertainty
ranges from 1% to 12%.
3.4 Results
For every test signal, both the line profile and the frequency noise
PSD were measured in the same conditions. The objective was to di-
rectly compare the measured linewidths with those derived from the
frequency noise PSD using the approximate formula 3.3. Some rep-
resentative examples of experimental signals obtained for the three
laser systems used in this study are shown in Figure 3.3.
The upper row of Figure 3.3 shows the frequency noise PSD
Sδν(f) measured using the frequency discriminators. The surface
A of the spectrum for which Sδν(f) exceeds the β-separation line
(i.e. the slow modulation area) is represented by a shadowed area.
The linewidth FWHMPSD, calculated from this area by Eq. 3.3, is
displayed in each plot with its corresponding uncertainty, obtained
as described in Subsection 3.3.2 and indicated in parentheses. The
lower row of Figure 3.3 shows the line shape profiles recorded on the
ESA, together with the Voigt fit. The small values of the fit resid-
uals shown on top of the line shapes in Figures 3.3(d)–3.3(f), which
represent the difference between the fitting function and the mea-
sured data, validate the choice of a Voigt profile as a fitting function
to extract the FWHM of the measured line shapes. The resulting
Voigt linewidth FWHMVoigt is indicated in each spectrum with the
corresponding uncertainty in parentheses, obtained as described in
Subsection 3.3.3.
In the example of the ERGO comb (left column in Figure 3.3),
the narrow linewidth of 3.9(1) kHz is the result of the contribution of
only a tiny portion of the frequency noise PSD (ranging from 300 Hz
to 2 kHz). In the displayed example of the Er:fiber comb (right
column in Figure 3.3), a larger part of the frequency noise PSD
contributes to the linewidth, in particular the peak near 40 kHz
corresponding to the servo bump that results from the deliberately
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Figure 3.3: Representative examples of frequency noise PSDs (upper row)
and corresponding line shapes (lower row) for three different laser sys-
tems: CEO beat in the ERGO comb (left), heterodyne beat between one
line of the Er:fiber comb and a cavity-stabilized laser (middle), and CEO
beat in the Er:fiber comb (right). The linewidth FWHMPSD is calculated
from the shadowed area for which the frequency noise PSD exceeds the
β-separation line (dashed line). The line shapes were recorded using an
ESA (grey circles) and were fitted by a Voigt profile (line) to extract the
actual linewidth FWHMVoigt. Fit residuals shown on top of the lower row
represent the difference between the values of the fit function and the
measured data. The uncertainty on the FWHM is given in parentheses
following the FWHM value.
increased servo gain. This leads to a larger linewidth of 1.62(4) MHz.
In both comb signals, the low frequency noise does not con-
tribute to the linewidth since it has been completely reduced be-
low the β-separation line by the active CEO stabilization. This
leads to a linewidth independent of the observation time. In the
beat between the Er:fiber comb and the cavity-stabilized laser, the
low-frequency noise is not strongly suppressed and all noise com-
ponents at f < 30 kHz contribute to the linewidth. However, the
low-frequency noise remains bounded, i.e., does not diverge, so that
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the corresponding linewidth of 170(2) kHz is also independent of the
observation time.
Such measurements and data processing have been repeated for
different experimental conditions in order to cover the widest possi-
ble range of linewidths. In total, 26 sets of data have been recorded
and the corresponding linewidths have been extracted. They cover
linewidth values ranging from 3.9(1) kHz to 1.62(4) MHz (19 points
for the ERGO comb, 6 for the Er:fiber comb and one laser-Er:fiber
comb beat). Figure 3.4 summarizes these results, showing the line-
width FWHMPSD, calculated from the frequency noise PSD (y axis)
as a function of the actual linewidth FWHMVoigt (x axis) determined
from the Voigt fit of the ESA trace, together with the corresponding
error bars. One observes that all of the points in Figure 3.4, dis-
tributed over a broad range of almost three decades, are aligned on
the y = x line within the experimental error bars. One also notices
a systematic underestimation of ∼ 10% of the linewidth calculated
from the frequency noise PSD using the simple approximation 3.3 for
all points corresponding to a linewidth lower than 100 kHz. All these
points have been obtained from the same laser system (CEO beat of
the ERGO comb with or without additional noise applied to the comb
piezo transducer) using the same digital phase detector. This system-
atic error can be attributed to a bias in the value of the discrimina-
tor sensitivity used in the scaling of the frequency noise PSD, which
might result from a slightly different operating point of the phase de-
tector as compared to the conditions used in the calibration of this
device (Chapter 2), as discussed in Subsection 3.3.2. The point corre-
sponding to a linewidth of ∼ 170 kHz in Figure 3.4 relates to the beat
between the Er:fiber comb and the narrow-linewidth laser, which
has been measured using a different frequency discriminator (Miteq
FMDM-21.4/4-2 frequency-to-voltage converter). The sensitivity of
this discriminator is dependent on the amplitude of the input signal
and the 14% overestimation of the calculated linewidth, observed in
Figure 3.4, might also result from a small bias in the considered dis-
criminator sensitivity, due to slightly different signal amplitude used
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in the experiment. Finally, the points of the broadest linewidth in
Figure 3.4 were obtained from the CEO beat of the Er:fiber comb
using the digital phase detector. The frequency noise of this signal
being much larger than in the case of the ERGO comb, one cannot
exclude that a small influence of the nonlinear response of the phase
detector, as discussed in Subsection 3.3.2, slightly impacts these data
points. In such a case, a different frequency noise level could likely
lead to a different bias, which could be a reason for the absence of a
systematic bias in Figure 3.4 in the data points corresponding to the
Er:fiber comb. Nevertheless, the linewidths obtained with the sim-
ple approximation 3.3 are in agreement with the actual linewidths
within the experimental error bars of approximately 10%. This re-
sult, furthermore obtained with three different laser systems, fully
validates this simple approach to determine the linewidth of a laser
from its frequency noise spectrum. Moreover, the line shapes consid-
ered in this study span from pure Gaussian (γ = 10−4), to almost an
equal weight of Lorentzian and Gaussian contributions (γ = 0.91),
where γ represents the ratio of Lorentzian- to Gaussian-width of the
Voigt profile. This characteristics shows that the proposed linewidth
approximation based on the β-separation line applies to various line
shape functions and demonstrates its broad usability.
3.5 Conclusion
In this work, a previously introduced simple geometrical approxima-
tion 3.3 to determine the linewidth of a laser from its frequency noise
power spectral density has been experimentally validated. State-of-
the-art laser light sources (two optical frequency combs and an ul-
trastable laser) have been used to generate the optical test signals of
different spectral properties. For each of the test signals, both the
frequency noise PSD and the line shape were independently mea-
sured. An excellent agreement between the approximate linewidth
calculated from the experimental frequency noise PSD and the ac-
tual linewidth extracted from a fit of the measured line shape was
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Figure 3.4: Comparison between the approximate linewidth FWHMPSD,
calculated from the measured frequency noise PSD (y axis), and the actual
linewidth FWHMVoigt (x axis) determined from the Voigt fit of the ESA
trace, obtained over a broad range with three different laser systems. The
uncertainty at each point is indicated by the error bars.
observed within the experimental uncertainties.
This study has demonstrated the applicability of this simple ap-
proximation of the linewidth over a broad range of values, spanning
almost three decades (from 103 Hz to 106 Hz), and for a wide vari-
ety of line shape functions characterized by a ratio of Lorentzian- to
Gaussian-linewidth ranging from 10−4 to 0.9.
Altogether, this simple approximation is obtained in an easy and
straightforward manner from any experimental frequency noise PSD,
avoiding the complicated and time-consuming two-step numerical
integration procedure encountered in the exact determination of the
laser line shape (and thus linewidth) from the frequency noise PSD.
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It thus represents a very useful tool for any experimentalist in laser
physics as well as in time and frequency metrology.
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Chapter 4
Ultra-stable optical
reference
Laser development is continuously pushing forward the limits of the
measurement precision. With the improvements in laser performance
and the goal of the ever improving coherence in mind, new techniques
and interesting applications have been set-up. Spectral characteris-
tics qualify contemporary ultra-stable laser systems for the develop-
ment of the new generation of the optical frequency standards [44].
Interrogation of the atomic reference transition by means of an ultra-
stable optical oscillator, gives rise to the optical atomic clock signal,
with the stability influenced by the coherence time of the interroga-
tion oscillator [45]. In our work, the realization of the ultra-stable
laser as a short-term optical reference was motivated by the fully op-
tical generation of the low phase noise and high stability microwave
signals, where the coherent frequency division from optical to mi-
crowave domain is performed by an optical frequency comb.
4.1 Introduction
In the past fifteen years, frequency metrology has witnessed a fruit-
ful revolution. The measurement of the optical frequencies became
straightforward for many research laboratories when the frequency
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comb technology enabled coherent link between the optical and mi-
crowave frequency domain. Nowadays, the combination of the fre-
quency comb with the ultra-stable laser, represents the gear mecha-
nism of all of the optical clocks in operation worldwide. Furthermore,
the cavity stabilized laser is obviously finding its use in the high res-
olution spectroscopy, where its linewidth of the order of 1 Hz and
below enables access to the narrow atomic or molecular transitions.
Whatever the use of the ultra-stable laser, its key property and at-
tractiveness lies within the level of stability, reachable at the moment
only in the optical domain.
The development of the stable optical reference was in the frame-
work of the continuous cold cesium (Cs) atom fountain [46] project.
The main goal is to provide optically generated microwave local os-
cillator with the state of the art short and mid-term performances,
that could be used in the characterization of the cold atom fountain
primary microwave frequency standard. The first ULE reference cav-
ity, LTF-ULE1 [42] was developed and characterized in the first stage
of the project. The second system (LTF-ULE2) is necessary in order
to evaluate the performance of the laser stabilization. The experi-
ence with the first system enabled some slight improvements in the
LTF-ULE2 design and assembly process. With all the noise contri-
butions taken into account, the laser stabilized to such a reference
cavity should reach the stability at the level of 10−15 at 1 s integration
time [47].
4.2 Pound-Drever-Hall stabilization
technique
This technique can be applied both for locking a laser to a reference
Perot-Fabry cavity, as well as for locking the cavity to the laser [48].
It has its roots in the similar microwave technique originally devel-
oped by R. V. Pound [49].
With the modern mirror coating techniques, it is possible to reach
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very high reflectivity and low losses in the desired wavelength range.
When an optical cavity is formed with the mirrors whose reflectivity
is close to one for a predetermined wavelength range, it behaves as
an optical resonator of very high quality factor. The transmission
through the cavity is possible only in a narrow spectral width i.e.
only when the incoming light is resonating in the cavity. It is possible
to stabilize the laser to the side of the resonance fringe, but the
narrow band-pass of the cavity transmission i.e. the long response
time of the cavity limits the bandwidth of the stabilization loop in
that case. In addition, with the use of the side of the resonance as
the frequency discriminator, it is not possible to make a distinction
between the frequency and the intensity noise of the laser.
In the Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) technique, the incoming light
consists of the carrier and the two first order phase modulation side-
bands. The use of the high modulation frequencies (typically around
20 MHz) enables the operation far from the low frequency laser noise.
As long as the modulation frequency is higher than the reference
cavity resonance width, the sidebands are directly reflected, with
no phase change and the carrier component is the subject to the
complex response of the cavity [50]. If the carrier is at the right
frequency, it will resonate in the cavity and a small portion of it will
leak backwards through the cavity front mirror. The phase differ-
ence between the leaking field and the field directly reflected form
the cavity can be measured by the detection of the interference term
(at the modulation frequency) between the total field at the carrier
frequency and the modulation sidebands. The light stored in the
cavity serves as a reference field for the incoming light and when the
feedback is correctly applied the two fields are phase-locked. The
directly reflected portion of the light field is not affected by the cav-
ity response time, thus making it possible to detect fast laser field
fluctuations. With the error signal in reflection behaving as the first
order low-pass filter [51] for the laser frequency fluctuations and with
the proper design of the servo loop (e.g. to compensate for the phase
shift that starts to be noticeable at the Fourier frequency equal to
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the half of the resonance linewidth), it is possible to reach high stabi-
lization bandwidth, unaffected by the response time of the reference
cavity. The conceptual scheme of the Pound-Drever-Hall stabiliza-
tion technique is shown in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Pound-Drever-Hall concept of laser stabilization to a reference
cavity. EOM: electro-optical modulator, PBS: polarization beam-splitter
cube, λ
4
: quarter-wave plate, RF: local radio frequency oscillator, ϕ: phase
shifter. Black lines correspond to the optical path, while the red ones
indicate the paths of the electronic signals.
4.2.1 Theoretical model
A detailed theoretical description of the Pound-Drever-Hall method
is given by Black [52]. The laser light field is represented simply by
E0e
iωt. After the phase modulation at the frequency Ω2pi and with the
small modulation index β, the incident light field will comprise the
carrier at the frequency ω2pi and two sidebands at frequencies
ω±Ω
2pi
Ei = E0e
i(ωt+β sin Ωt) ≈
≈ E0
[
J0(β)e
iωt + J1(β)e
i(ω+Ω)t − J1(β)ei(ω−Ω)t
]
(4.1)
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where J0(β) and J1(β) are the Bessel functions of the first kind. Be-
cause of the small modulation index, the power of the unmodulated
beam (P0) is split between the carrier with the power of Pc = J
2
0 (β)P0
and only the two first sidebands with the powers of Ps = J
2
1 (β)P0.
The amplitude of the reflected beam is proportional to the am-
plitude of the incident beam and they are related by the complex
reflection coefficient F (ω)
Er = F (ω)Ei = E0
[
F (ω)J0(β)e
iωt + F (ω + Ω)J1(β)e
i(ω+Ω)t−
−F (ω − Ω)J1(β)ei(ω−Ω)t
]
. (4.2)
The phase modulation sidebands are reflected from the interferom-
eter without any change in phase, while the reflected carrier field is
a subject to a strong dispersive phase shift near the resonance [53].
The phase shifted carrier leaking out of the cavity and the directly
reflected carrier are mixed with the non-shifted sidebands in the
photo-detector, resulting in the AM signal at the modulation fre-
quency, proportional to the laser frequency deviation from the cav-
ity resonance [54]. In other words, the nonzero phase-shift on the
carrier introduces an imbalance between the otherwise canceled mix-
ing products of the upper and lower sidebands with the carrier. As
a consequence, what would have been the perfect cancellation of the
two out-of-phase beat signals (in the case of the pure phase modula-
tion), is detected as the amplitude modulated signal that exhibits the
discriminant behavior [50]. The reflected power Pr = |Er|2, detected
on a photo-diode, in its developed form is given by
Pr = Pc|F (ω)|2 + Ps
{|F (ω + Ω)|2 + |F (ω + Ω)|2}+
+ 2
√
PcPs
{
Re [F (ω)F ∗(ω + Ω)− F ∗(ω)F (ω − Ω)] cos Ωt+
+ Im [F (ω)F ∗(ω + Ω)− F ∗(ω)F (ω − Ω)] sin Ωt
}
+ 2Ω terms. (4.3)
The detected power comprises both the absorptive and the dispersive
response of the cavity. The desired anti-symmetric and dispersive
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error signal is in phase with the phase modulation signal and is equal
to the factor in front of the sin Ωt in Equation 4.3. By demodulation
at the frequency Ω [50], the error signal is extracted as
ε = 2
√
PcPs Im[F (ω)F
∗(ω + Ω)− F ∗(ω)F (ω − Ω)] . (4.4)
On the plot of the error signal (Figure 4.2) we can see a charac-
teristic triple dispersive response, with zero crossing when any of the
beam frequency components starts to resonate in the cavity. The
slope signs are different for the sidebands and for the carrier.
Figure 4.2: The Pound-Drever-Hall error signal [52].
One might wonder what would be the consequence of the im-
proper setting of the demodulation phase and if that would intro-
duce a portion of the unwanted absorptive feature to be present in
the error signal. The contribution of the absorptive cavity response
is zero at the cavity resonant frequency ω0, with the non-zero re-
sponse only near the modulation sidebands i.e. when ω − ω0 = ±Ω.
The slope of the central part would be affected and the performance
of the stabilization with it, but the lock point would not have been
shifted.
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Theoretically anticipated performance of the stabilization loop
can be easily compromised by the technical imperfections [50, 55].
Any residual amplitude modulation (RAM, not to be confused with
the laser intensity noise), i.e. amplitude modulation at the phase
modulation frequency in the system, will be transmitted to the cavity
error signal given by Equation 4.3 and it would introduce an offset
in the locking system. Therefore it should not be ignored [56] but
the use of an EOM instead of the direct laser current modulation
helps to minimize its effect. Furthermore, the effect of the RAM is
less expressed with the high finesse cavities [50].
4.2.2 Linear regime near the cavity resonance
For the illustrative purposes, it suffices to analyze the case of the
symmetric and lossless cavity. The complex, amplitude reflection
coefficient is given by
F (ω) =
r
(
eiφ − 1)
1− r2eiφ (4.5)
where r is the amplitude reflection coefficient of each of the cavity
mirrors and φ is the phase acquired by the beam during each round
trip in the cavity. The phase itself can be expressed as
φ =
2ωL
c
=
ω
FSR
(4.6)
where FSR is the cavity free spectral range. The last equation shows
that the amplitude reflection coefficient is dependent on the cavity
properties (r, L) as well as on the light frequency (ω). As it was
mentioned at the beginning of this Section, the Pound-Drever-Hall
technique can be used both for locking the cavity length to a stable
laser or for locking a laser to a stable cavity. This relation of the
length and the frequency is clearly seen through the above defined
light phase.
In the vicinity of the resonance, since the modulation frequency
Ω is high, the sidebands are fully reflected, F (ω ± Ω) ≈ −1, and
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the reflected carrier power is ∼ |F (ω)|2 ≈ 0. What remains as the
reflected power is
Pr ≈ 2Ps − 4
√
PcPs Im[F (ω)] sin Ωt. (4.7)
Exactly on resonance, the phase φ is equal to the multiple of 2pi,
while in its vicinity, there is a small addition to it
φ = 2piN + δφ = 2piN +
δω
FSR
(4.8)
With the approximation of ex ≈ 1+x in mind it is possible to express
the amplitude reflection coefficient in terms of small frequency change
δω as
F (δω) ≈ r
1− r2δφ =
r
1− r2 i
δω
FSR
. (4.9)
In the case of the high reflectivity mirrors, the cavity finesse is given
by
F =
FSR
∆fFWHM
=
pir
1− r2 (4.10)
where ∆fFWHM is the full-width half-maximum linewidth of the cav-
ity resonance. The amplitude reflection coefficient is finally expressed
as
F (δω) = i
1
pi∆fFWHM
δω. (4.11)
Now the reflected power near the resonance is
Pr ≈ 2Ps − 4
√
PcPs
pi∆fFWHM
δω sin Ωt (4.12)
and the error signal is proportional to the deviation of the laser
frequency from the cavity resonant frequency
ε = − 4
√
PcPs
pi∆fFWHM
δω. (4.13)
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In the vicinity of the resonance, the system is in the linear regime
of operation, behaving as the frequency discriminator (frequency-to-
voltage converter) with the discriminator slope
D =
4
√
PcPs
pi∆fFWHM
. (4.14)
When the laser frequency exactly matches the cavity resonant
frequency, the signal in reflection is equal to zero, because the leak-
ing field and the incoming field are 180◦ out of phase. The anti-
symmetric error signal carries the information about the deviation
from the resonant frequency as well as the information on the sign
of the correction that should be applied to keep the laser at the top
of the resonance. Being at the top of the resonance and not on the
side of it, makes this detection scheme immune to the laser intensity
noise.
In order to increase the sensitivity to the frequency fluctuations,
the discriminator slope should be maximized. The cavity design and
the mirror reflectivity are utilized to decrease the ∆fFWHM. On the
technical side, it is necessary to maximize the factor
√
PcPs. Since
the powers in the carrier and the sidebands are proportional to the
squares of the corresponding Bessel functions J0(β) and J1(β), it is
necessary to maximize the product J0(β)J1(β) with the relation to
the modulation index β. The maximum of this product is reached
for β=1.08 and the corresponding power ratios are Pc = 0.52P0,
Ps = 0.22P0 and Ps = 0.42Pc, where P0 is the power in the non-
modulated carrier.
Finally, the advantageous characteristics of the Pound-Drever-
Hall laser stabilization technique should be restated once more: large
capture range (determined by the modulation frequency), decoupling
of the laser frequency and intensity noise, response in reflection which
is not limited by the cavity response (resulting in a high feedback
bandwidth) and the high sensitivity (discriminator slope).
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4.3 Planar waveguide extended cavity
laser
A laser that is intended to be stabilized to a Perot-Fabry cavity
should be a single frequency laser with intrinsically good noise prop-
erties and narrow linewidth. Additionally it should be tunable, while
its control bandwidth should be sufficiently high. Successful stabi-
lizations of extended cavity lasers (ECLs) has been previously re-
ported [15, 57]. In our case, during the development of the LTF-
ULE1 cavity, Newport Velocity 6328 laser (in further text referred
to as ECDL) was routinely used. In the meantime, a novel technol-
ogy has emerged, optimized for the low phase noise operation.
The planar waveguide extended cavity laser (PW-ECL) made by
Redfern Integrated Optics Inc. is a low phase noise light source,
interesting for the domain of the precision metrology, because of its
spectral characteristics, form factor and low cost.
The PLANEXTM diode laser cavity configuration (Figure 4.3) in-
volves an InP Perot-Fabry type gain chip with high reflectivity back
mirror, coupled to a silica-on-silica Planar Lightwave Circuit (PLC)
containing a Bragg grating which serves as a wavelength selective
feedback filter and enables a single mode operation. This hybrid
Figure 4.3: Schematics of the PLANEXTM technology based laser
laser structure is hosted in a standard 14-pin laser diode butterfly
package. The highly stable, PM fiber coupled output, lies in the
C-band (1528 nm to 1565 nm) spectral region, with the linewidth of
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the order of 10 kHz and less, depending of the grade of each individ-
ual device. The wavelength of our laser is 1557.643 nm, well close
to the maximum reflectivity of the reference cavity mirror coatings
(1557 nm).
The PLANEXTM technology based laser butterfly package is in-
stalled in the ORIONTM module (102 mm × 57 mm × 13 mm, Fig-
ure 4.4), which integrates the temperature controller and a low noise
current driver.
Figure 4.4: ORIONTM module, housing a PM fiber coupled PLANEXTM
butterfly package, temperature controller and low-noise current driver.
The laser module is connected with a computer by serial RS-232
port and is controlled by software. At the same connector, two pins
are dedicated as a port for the external laser frequency control (act-
ing on the laser injection current) and a separate cable is installed
by the manufacturer for that purpose. The output of the laser can
also be tuned by the temperature, controlled by thermoelectric cooler
(TEC). The tuning range is about 0.4 nm within the temperature
range from 15◦C to 45◦C, corresponding to ∼ 50 GHz change in fre-
quency. In addition, laser wavelength exhibits the hysteresis behavior
with the temperature change [58]. Injection current frequency tun-
ing, in the high current regime around 91.5 mA, has been measured
from the beat with the 250 MHz Er:fiber frequency comb (MenloSys-
tems, Germany). The change of the laser power and its frequency
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tuning with the injection current (≈ 23 MHzmA ) are displayed in Fig-
ure 4.5. This tuning coefficient is dependent on the laser injection
Figure 4.5: Output power and frequency tuning of the PW-ECL with the
injection current.
current. It was also measured in the low-current (∼ 33 mA) and the
mid-current (∼ 56 mA) region, and in these cases its values were
≈ 28.9 MHzmA and ≈ 27.6 MHzmA , respectively.
The frequency noise power spectral density of the free-running
PW-ECL (Figure 4.6) [13] has been measured from the heterodyne
beat with the Newport Velocity ECDL stabilized to the LTF-ULE1
cavity, by the Miteq RF frequency discriminator (Chapter 2).
Only the noise that is above the β-separation line contributes
to the laser linewidth (Section 3.2), which is in this case up to the
Fourier frequency of ∼ 3 kHz. The linewidth of the PW-ECL, cal-
culated from the frequency noise PSD by Equation 3.3, amounts to
less than 10 kHz for an observation time of 0.1 s.
The attempts to lock the laser to the reference cavity only by
feedback to the laser injection current were unsuccessful. Figure 4.7
shows the response of the PW-ECL within the ORIONTM module
to the injection current modulation [13]. This transfer function was
measured in a lock-in scheme by demodulating the heterodyne beat
note signal between the PW-ECL and a frequency comb, again using
the frequency discriminator technique (Chapter 2). In the amplitude,
the -3 dB bandwidth is ∼ 3 kHz, which is only marginally enough
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Figure 4.6: Left scale: Frequency noise power spectral density (PSD)
of the free-running PW-ECL. Right scale: Linewidth of the free-running
PW-ECL, calculated from the frequency noise PSD (Equation 3.3) [59].
β-separation line (Equation 3.2) is shown as dashed black line.
for the effective feedback. The bandwidth of the ORIONTM module
limits the possibility of a lock by feedback to the laser injection
current and an acousto-optic modulator has to be used in order to
increase the feedback bandwidth.
4.4 Reference cavity housing
Compared to the LTF-ULE1 system [42], the mechanical layout is
improved in few details. The layout of the fully assembled system is
shown in Figure 4.8.
The second system is built with the proper commercial compo-
nents i.e. the rigid optical table with the thick breadboard as the
basis. Wheels are added to the table to make it transportable, but
when the system is placed in the desired position, the standard sup-
port stands can be adjusted in order to shift the contact points from
the wheels and bring the system to a rigid contact with the ground.
The active anti-vibration system (AVI 200, HWL Scientific Instru-
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Figure 4.7: Transfer function in amplitude (a) and phase (b) of the
RIO PW-ECL for the injection current modulation, applied through
the ORIONTM modulation port. The amplitude -3 dB bandwidth is
∼ 3 kHz [59].
ments) is placed at the base (thick) breadboard, with the main (thin)
breadboard placed on top of the AVI.
On top of the main breadboard we have installed the vacuum
chamber and the small breadboard with the optical components used
to inject the light into the reference cavity. This breadboard (60 cm
× 30 cm) is lifted 18 mm from the surface by four home made pads,
in order to align the injection system with the optical axis of the ULE
cavity. With the masses of the vacuum chamber assembly and the
injection optics part taken into account, the positions of the center
of mass is determined in order to avoid that the system is leaning
towards the vacuum chamber side. The vacuum chamber has been
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Figure 4.8: LTF-ULE2 reference cavity housing. Bottom shelf: tempera-
ture control system. In a bottom-up direction: base breadboard (thick),
two arms of the active anti-vibration system, main breadboard (thin),
vacuum chamber and an ion pump. On a side: small breadboard with
the free-space optics for the injection of light into the reference cavity.
manufactured with the angled input and output window holders and
indium sealed anti-reflection high precision BK7 windows (FOCtek
Photonics Inc., China) have been installed. Before the insertion of
the ULE cavity, the vacuum system has been tested for leaks and
has been constantly pumped and outgassed in three cycles by baking
it up to 140◦C. After the installation of the cavity, the system was
outgassed one more time, with the baking temperature not exceeding
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70◦C.
The fluctuations of the residual air pressure in the vacuum cham-
ber induce the refractive index fluctuations, which then introduce the
change of the cavity optical length. The dependence of the refractive
index change with the pressure is given by [47]
δn ∼ 3× 10−7 × δp [mbar]. (4.15)
With the goal of the relative frequency stability i.e. the relative cav-
ity length change of the order of 10−15 and with the above stated con-
tribution of the pressure fluctuations to the index of refraction fluc-
tuations, it is important that the pressure variations are at the level
of 10−8 mbar or lower. When the cavity has been installed and the
system closed, the residual pressure of 2× 10−7 mbar is reached and
is maintained with the 20 l/s ion pump (StarCell R© 20, Varian Inc.).
The pressure sensor control unit indicates the short-term fluctuations
at the second decimal place. If we imagine that the pressure oscilla-
tions were higher, at the level of e.g. 10% (δp = ±2 × 10−8 mbar),
the contribution to the relative variation of the optical path length
is still below the level which would compromise the system target
performance. In the first system, with the identical ion pump and
the volume of the vacuum chamber, the residual pressure is at the
level of 3×10−8 mbar [59], owing to the indium seal applied between
the vacuum chamber and the baseplate, while for the second system
the Viton R© O-ring is used. If at some point it turns out that the
improvement of the vacuum is needed, the indium seal should be
installed in the second system as well.
4.5 Cavity thermal enclosure
The ultimate performance level of the high-finesse Perot-Fabry cav-
ity is set by the thermal noise (Brownian motion) of the materials
used for the production of the spacer, mirror substrates and mirror
coatings [60]. Temperature stability of the cavity as well as keeping
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the cavity at the temperature of the minimum of the thermal expan-
sion coefficient are crucial for the minimization of the frequency drift
of the cavity resonance.
We have designed a two layer thermal enclosure in order to isolate
the cavity from the external temperature fluctuations and to reach
a high level of cavity temperature homogeneity. The goal would be
to achieve state-of-the-art short-term laser frequency stability and
to extend it to mid-term, up to a few tens of seconds of the inte-
gration time. The thermal enclosure is displayed in Figure 4.9. The
Figure 4.9: LTF-ULE2 reference cavity thermal enclosure. Inner layer
(”cradle”) made of copper, gold coated only on the outer surface. Outer
layer (”screen”) made of aluminum, fully gold coated.
inner cylinder (”cradle”) is made of copper and acts as a black body
that imposes a homogeneous temperature distribution onto the cav-
ity. The copper inner surface is not coated, in order to maximize
the radiative heat exchange between the cradle and the cavity. Its
outer surface is gold coated and faces the inner surface of the outer
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layer which acts as a thermal screen. The ”screen” is made out of
aluminum and serves as a thermal filter between the environment
and the cradle-cavity system. The screen is fully gold coated, there-
fore its heat exchange by radiation is minimized. The optical access
to the cavity is enabled by two BK7 anti-reflection windows (Thor-
labs WG11050-C), which are thermally contacted to the screen front
and back cover by indium seals. The temperature of the screen is
controlled by four Peltier elements (thermo-electric couples - TECs,
model MELCOR HT4-12-30-T2) which are placed at four corners
(”feet”) of the bottom surface of the screen. The thermal contact
between the screen and the TECs is improved by application of the
LewVacTM apiezon type-L vacuum grease. Next to the TECs, we
have placed the calibrated NTCs and each TEC’s temperature is
therefore independently controlled. Additionally, NTC sensors are
placed on top and bottom of the cradle, on top of the screen and
on the baseplate of the vacuum chamber. The temperature of each
”foot” of the thermal screen can be controlled at the mK level.
The time constants τsc and τcu of the heat exchange between the
screen and the cradle and between the cradle and the ULE cavity
have been measured with the LTF-ULE1 system and they are at
the order of 6 days and 1 day, respectively [59]. These were long-
term measurements, and the laser had to remain locked to the cavity
for long periods of time. Changing the temperature of the cavity
with such a long time constant is the process that takes ∼ 20 days
(3τ principle). One of the goals with the LTF-ULE2 system was to
make the temperature control more flexible. Somewhat arbitrarily,
we decided to strengthen the demand on the temperature margin to
±5 mK. In other words, we consider that the temperature step has
been made when the monitored temperatures reach the values within
5 mK from their new set values. With this criterion in mind and
without the active temperature control, the time for the realization
of the temperature step for the ULE cavity rises to more than 30
days. The next section is therefore devoted to the modeling of the
system thermal behavior, with the intention to reduce this very long
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time.
4.6 Thermal model of the cavity
enclosure
Figure 4.10 shows the cross-section of the vacuum system, with the
cavity placed inside the two-layer enclosure.
Figure 4.10: Cross-section of the vacuum chamber with the ULE cavity
in place.
This system can be represented with the equivalent electrical cir-
cuit (Figure 4.11) [61], if the physical quantities of interest can be
related to equivalent electrical quantities. For the purpose of mod-
eling, the heat flow can be represented as the flow of the electrical
current, thermal resistance between two physically contacted objects
or between the objects engaged in the radiative heat exchange, cor-
responds to the electrical resistance, thermal capacity of each part
to the electrical capacity and the temperature corresponds to the
voltage.
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Figure 4.11: Equivalent electrical circuit of the cavity and its thermal
enclosure. The following mapping is considered: heat flow ↔ electrical
current flow, thermal resistance between the objects (both for the radia-
tion and for the conduction) ↔ electrical resistance, thermal capacity ↔
electrical capacity and temperature ↔ voltage.
4.6.1 Thermal properties of the system compo-
nents
We analyzed the logical subsections of the system, with the ultimate
goal of setting up the temperature control in a way that would enable
us to change the temperature of the cavity in a convenient amount
of time (within days instead of few tens of days). It is therefore
necessary to determine the basic thermal properties of all of the
components present in the model and to calculate the equivalent
electrical quantities. For that matter, in terms of the heat exchange,
we think about the ULE cavity, its Cu cradle and Al screen as of
three spheres encircling each other, while the areas of the spheres
are calculated from the dimensions of the actual cylindrical shape
of these elements. In the similar manner, the masses of the spheres
are equal to the masses of the corresponding objects. Table 4.1 [61]
summarizes the physical properties of the materials present in the
vacuum chamber.
The whole system can be divided in two parts. The first ”passive”
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Specific heat Thermal conductivity Density
Material c
[
J
kg·K
]
κ
[
W
m·K
]
ρ
[
kg
m3
]
Al 904 235 2700
Cu 384.4 400 8920
ULE 767 1.31 2210
Table 4.1: Physical characteristics of the materials used for the mechanical
parts [61].
subsystem consists of the thermal screen, cradle and the ULE cav-
ity. The heat between the elements of this subsystem is exchanged
by radiation and by conduction through the contact points, since
the molecular conduction can be neglected at the pressure levels
∼ 10−7 mbar. Nevertheless, in the thermal model, the contact con-
duction exchange is also ignored, since it has been estimated that the
conduction thermal resistance is ∼ 5 times higher than the resistance
for the radiative heat exchange [59]. The second ”active” subsystem
comprises the four Peltier elements and the thermal screen, whose
temperature is monitored and adjusted by a home made temperature
controller, capable of stabilizing the Peltier elements’ temperature at
the level of mK.
For the analysis of the subsystem consisting of the Al thermal
screen, Cu cradle and the ULE cavity, we need to know the thermal
capacity (Cth = m·c) of each one of them (Table 4.2). The emissivity
of the surface depends on the material as well as the quality of the
surface. In Table 4.3 [61] we summarize the values of the emissivities
that were used in the thermal model.
Heat flowing from one surface to another is the sum of the heat
emitted by the surface and of the heat reflected from it
Pint→ext = εintSintσT 4int + (1− εint)Pext→int (4.16)
Pext→int = εextSextσT 4ext + (1− εext)Pint→ext (4.17)
where ε, S and T are the emissivity, the area and the temperature of
the corresponding surface. Heat exchange of two concentric spheres
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Screen Cradle ULE
rext [cm] 10 7 5
rint [cm] 7.5 5 -
lext [cm] 20 14 10
lint [cm] 15 10 -
m [kg] 9.81 12.22 1.74
Cth
[
J
K
]
8866 4697 1331
Table 4.2: Dimensions (radius and length), masses and thermal capaci-
ties of the elements of the subsystem cavity - thermal enclosure, used in
the thermal model. The screen and the cradle are hollow cylinders with
external and internal dimensions, while the ULE cavity is a full cylinder.
steel Au Cu ULE
Emissivity (ε) 0.15 0.035 0.07 0.92
Table 4.3: Emissivities of the surfaces involved in the radiative heat ex-
change [61].
can be expressed as a difference of the heats passing from the internal
towards the external surface and in the opposite direction. When this
system of equations is solved and simplified, the transfered heat can
be expressed as
Ptrans = Pext→int − Pint→ext = εextεintσ(SextT
4
ext − SintT 4int)
εext + εint − εextεint (4.18)
After linearization [62] around the room temperature T0 = 300 K,
while keeping in mind that Ptrans is equivalent to the electrical cur-
rent and that the temperature corresponds to the voltage, the ther-
mal conductivity is given by
κ =
dPtrans
dT0
=
εextεintσS · 4T 30
εext + εint − εextεint (4.19)
Finally, thermal resistance at room temperature is calculated as the
inverse of the thermal conductivity (Table 4.4).
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Chamber-Screen Screen-Cradle Cradle-ULE
Rth
[
K
W
]
52.7 86.5 49.8
Table 4.4: Thermal resistances of the radiative heat exchange between
the elements of the cavity thermal enclosure (vacuum chamber included).
4.6.2 Thermal dynamics and active
temperature control
With the static parameters determined, and with the assumption
that the screen temperature Ts(t) can be externally imposed, it is
now possible to make a dynamic model and to determine the time
constants of the heat transfer between various subsystem elements.
From the electrical scheme in the Figure 4.11 it follows that
Cthc
dTc(t)
dt
=
Ts(t)− Tc(t)
Rthsc
− Tc(t)− Tu(t)
Rthcu
(4.20)
and
Cthu
dTu(t)
dt
=
Tc(t)− Tu(t)
Rthcu
, (4.21)
where the indices c, s and u correspond to the cradle, the thermal
screen and the ULE cavity, respectively. This system of two first
order ordinary differential equations can be represented by a state
space model i.e. a single, first order, but matrix differential equation.
From the eigenstates of the state space model, evaluated with previ-
ously determined static thermal parameters, we can derive the time
constants of the system. By this model, the estimated time constant
for the exchange of heat between the cradle and the ULE cavity is
τ estcu ∼ 0.6 days and between the screen and the cradle τ estsc ∼ 6.2 days.
Graphic representation of the model output for the system response
to a 1 K step in the temperature of the screen is given in Figure 4.12.
The measured heat exchange time constant between the thermal
screen and the cavity cradle (Figure 4.13) is τ expsc ∼ 4.7 days. There-
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Figure 4.12: Response of the model to a 1 K step in the screen tempera-
ture. The estimated ULE cavity temperature reaches 5 mK margin from
the set point in ∼ 2.9× 106 s (∼ 33.6 d).
fore, the thermal model overestimates the time constant for ∼ 32%,
which may be the consequence of taking into account only the radia-
tive heat exchange and ignoring the contribution of the conduction
through contact points between the elements of the thermal enclo-
sure.
Based on the measured time constant between the screen and
the cradle (τ expsc ∼ 4.7 d), and on the non-corrected estimated time
constant between the cradle and the ULE cavity (τ estcu ∼ 0.6 d), the
time of the ULE cavity temperature change (5 mK margin criterion)
is ∼ 2.15 × 106 s (∼ 24.9 d). Possible error in the τ estcu is of no
significance for this calculation, since its influence on the result would
be noticeable (and still with little significance) only if it had the value
at the order of days.
Contrary to the first subsystem, where we ignored all of the con-
ductive heat exchanges, in the subsystem consisting of the Peltier el-
ements and the thermal screen a conductive exchange between them
is taken into account, acting in parallel with the radiative heat ex-
change between the ambient heat tank and the thermal screen. The
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Figure 4.13: Experimental determination of the time constant (τ expsc ∼
4.7 days) of the heat exchange between the screen and the cradle. The
red trace represents the measured evolution of the cradle temperature
(mean value of the top and bottom cradle NTC readout) for a 10 K step
in the screen temperature. The blue trace represent an exponential fit.
model of these exchanges is simpler
Cths
dTs(t)
dt
=
T0 − Ts(t)
Rthas
+
Tp(t)− Ts(t)
Rthps
. (4.22)
Based on this model, the screen should follow the change in the TEC
temperature with the delay of ∼ 5000 s [61].
The simplest approach to the ULE cavity temperature manipula-
tion would be to set the temperature of each TEC and wait during ap-
proximately one month, but this is very inconvenient. Nevertheless,
it was possible to upgrade the temperature controller software, with
the introduction of the secondary slow stabilization loop. Schematics
of the implemented dual control is shown in Figure 4.14.
In order to determine the operating parameters of this additional
(slow) proportional-integral-differential (PID) loop, we introduced
the model of this loop in our program, where we connected it in series
with the model of the screen-cradle-ULE cavity subsystem. The slow
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Figure 4.14: Fast (red rectangle) and slow temperature control loops. The
dynamic set point T dyn.sets of 4 TECs is determined by the slow loop. The
fast temperature control is applied for each TEC in a separate loop. T calcULE
is calculated from the closed loop response of the thermal model.
loop is responsible for the control of the temperature of the thermal
screen. In the time frame of a few hundreds of thousands of seconds,
the change of the screen temperature (induced by Peltier elements)
that takes place with the time constant of a few thousand seconds,
can be considered as immediate. Therefore, the output of the slow
loop is used as a dynamic set point for the ”standard” (fast) PID
loop which controls the temperatures of the four Peltier elements.
Since it is not possible to measure the temperature of the ULE
cavity, the error signal upon which the slow loop acts is the difference
between the set ULE cavity temperature and the temperature of the
cavity estimated from the model (4.20-4.21). By trial and error we
found the values of the kP , kI and kD gains of the slow loop, which
shaped the evolution of the thermal screen temperature, in a way
that a 1 K change of the estimated ULE cavity temperature (as far
as the model is concerned) is made within a more convenient time
span of ∼ 3.5× 105 s (Figure 4.15).
As the experimental illustration of the outcome of the previous
analysis, the evolution of the measured cradle temperatures during
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Figure 4.15: Response of the thermal model to a change in the screen
temperature, shaped by the additional slow loop, in a way which enables
the change of 1 K in the ULE cavity temperature within 4 days.
one of the changes of the ULE cavity temperature is displayed in
Figure 4.16.
The cradle temperature is monitored by the two NTCs (cradle up
and cradle down), while the temperature of the cavity is estimated
from the model. An order of magnitude difference between the τsc
and the other time constants in the system means that, amongst
all of the temperatures in the system, from the point of view of the
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Figure 4.16: The evolution of the temperatures, during a +1 K step in
the ULE cavity temperature, with the secondary slow control loop in
action. The time for the estimated ULE cavity temperature to arrive
within ±5 mK margin from the new set point is reduced to 2× 105 s.
control, the most important is the temperature of the cradle. Once it
gets under control and is made to change faster, the cavity itself will
follow quickly, i.e. with much shorter time constant. The two values
of the time needed for the temperature step to be made, without the
advanced temperature control (∼ 24.9 days) and with the additional
slow loop in action (∼ 2.3 days) show ∼ 10-fold reduction in the
system response time. The limiting factor in the system is the TEC
current, with the maximum set to 2 A. In the model output on
Figure 4.15, the proportional gain was 12 and with this parameter
the TEC current was far from the limit. For the measurement that
is displayed in Figure 4.16, we increased the proportional gain to 15,
which, in addition to the difference between τ estsc and τ
exp
sc , resulted in
the further decrease of the system response time and in the further
mismatch of the model output and the experimental data.
Once the temperature of the zero coefficient of thermal expansion
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(CTE) of the reference cavity has been determined (Section 4.9), the
temperature controller was set to that value and all the system pa-
rameters were continuously monitored. One portion of the monitor-
ing data, corresponding to ∼ 25 days is presented in Figure 4.17,
with the indicated peak-to-peak variations of the sensors readouts.
Figure 4.17: Temperature monitoring data during ∼ 25 day period,
showing peak-to-peak temperature variations of the ambient, the ther-
mal screen and the cradle.
The temperature of the vacuum chamber baseplate is used as the
indicator of the ambient temperature variations. The baseplate and
the thermal screen are in controlled thermal contact through four
Peltier elements. Therefore, as the temperature of the screen is be-
ing stabilized, the flow of heat to or from the baseplate influences
the readout of the baseplate sensor, and there is visible, scaled anti-
correlation between the temperature of the thermal screen and the
baseplate. Nevertheless, the cradle sensors show that the ULE cav-
ity temperature stability, which is no worse than the temperature
stability of the cradle, is at the aimed level of ±1 mK, necessary for
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the relative cavity resonant frequency fluctuations to be at the level
of 10−15 (Equation 4.23).
4.7 Optical setup
Figure 4.18 shows the schematics of the setup used for the realization
of the laser stabilization to a high finesse rigid cavity.
The first diffraction order output of a fiber coupled, 40 MHz
acousto-optic modulator (IntraAction FCM-460.8E5A), is taken to
a fibered polarization beam splitter (POBS-15-3, AFW Technolo-
gies). One arm of the beam splitter is used to guide light further
to the reference cavity, while the other arm is used as the stabilized
laser output. The next element in the loop is the electro-optical mod-
ulator (EOM, model MPZ-LN-10, Photline Technologies) that phase
modulates the incoming light. The modulation frequency is arbi-
trary, in a sense that it only should be high enough for the sidebands
to lie outside of the reference cavity resonance, once the carrier is
positioned at the top of the resonance. In this case, the modulation
frequency was 21.4 MHz, only because of the possibility to easily
band-pass filter that frequency, if necessary. From the output of the
EOM, the light is collimated and then it reaches the free space part
of the setup.
Figure 4.18: ORIONTM laser stabilization to the LTF-ULE2 cavity.
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The critical part for this experiment is the mode matching be-
tween the laser beam and the longitudinal mode of the reference
cavity. The mode parameters of the cavity are defined by its geome-
try. The flat entrance mirror dictates that the incoming beam waist
should coincide with the position of the coating of the first mirror
and the second cavity mirror, positioned at L = 10 cm distance with
the radius of curvature of r = 50 cm determines the size of the beam
waist.
Figure 4.19: The free-space part of the setup, used for the injection of
light in the reference cavity. Full red line shows the beam path before
entering the cavity. Dashed green line shows the path in the reflection.
The free-space part of the optical setup is shown in Figure 4.19.
All of the components are arranged on a relatively small breadboard
(30 cm by 60 cm). A half-wave plate is placed after the two lenses of
the mode-matching telescope (ThorLabs LF1015-C, f = −300 mm
and Thorlabs AC254-300-C, f = +300 mm). Three folding mirrors
are used in order to guide the beam towards the optical axis of the ref-
erence cavity and to adjust the length of the optical path (1604 mm),
necessary for the mode-matching condition to be fulfilled. The next
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element is a high power, high extinction factor Glan-Taylor calcite
polarizer (ThorLabs GL10-C), enabling a very high polarization pu-
rity of 100000:1. Quarter-wave plate is the last optical element before
the vacuum chamber that houses the reference cavity. Typical power
injected into the cavity is ∼ 50 µW. The back reflected light passes
once more through a quarter-wave plate and reaches the Glan-Taylor
polarizer, now with the polarization rotated by 90◦, thus being re-
flected off the cube. Finally, the light is coupled into a fiber and
taken to a fiber-coupled photodetector (ThorLabs DET01CFC).
On the back side of the cavity, one folding mirror, a lens and
a variable gain photodetector (ThorLabs PDA10CS-EC) are used to
detect the transmission signal.
4.8 Closing the loop
After theoretical analysis and physical building of the experiment,
it takes a lot of time to eliminate all of the problems, to tune nu-
merous parameters and to finally have the setup running. Therefore,
although it is not usually the case, I will give a bit of a technical
insight in the process of the setup of the laser stabilization loop.
The electronic part of the stabilization loop starts from the Top-
tica PDD110f module. Its RF output is at 21.4 MHz and is used
to drive the EOM. After the optical part of the experiment, when
the reflected light from the reference cavity is detected with the pho-
todetector, the signal is amplified by FEMTO R© HCA-200M-20K-C
transimpedance amplifier and taken back to the PDD110f module
for demodulation. For the proper Pound-Drever-Hall signal (disper-
sive signal, in quadrature with the modulation signal), it might be
necessary to compensate for possible phase shift, accumulated in the
loop, for which purpose there is a phase setting potentiometer on the
module. Demodulated output represents the error signal, which is
then taken to a loop PID filter (Toptica FALC110). This PID con-
troller has multiple configurable stages, so that its transfer function
can be adjusted according to the system needs. The output of this
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module is divided into the slow and fast branch. The slow branch
is used to apply feedback to the ORIONTM laser module, while the
fast branch is connected to the modulation input of the AOM driver,
which closes the stabilization loop.
Many parameters influence the performance of the stabilization,
therefore some practice is necessary with the loop setup. FALC110
module takes some time to heat-up and to reach optimal functioning.
That’s why it is the best never to switch it off, which means that
the control system is always trying to act on the laser (except the
low-frequency unlimited integrator). If the servo was not in action,
it would not have been possible to detect that the laser is within the
stabilization loop capture range, i.e. this behavior is used to detect
the resonance of the reference cavity. In order to see the P-D-H
signal, laser has to be swept with low frequency. This is achieved
by applying a triangular signal of appropriate amplitude to the laser
tuning port. For fine tuning laser frequency a small DC voltage is
also added.
In any position of the switch, used for the selection between the
LF sweep and slow FALC110 output, the fast part of the loop is con-
tinuously acting on the AOM. When all of the FALC110 stages, its
proportional gain and input offset are correctly set, the oscilloscope
trace of the transmission signal starts to widen, fully correlated with
the widening of the central part of the P-D-H error signal. Once all
of the parameters are at the optimum, this temporary laser lock to
the cavity resonance is manifested by the transmission signal with
the shape shown in Figure 4.20. The input offset of the FALC110
module has to be set in a way that the bipolar error signal is symmet-
rically positioned relative to the zero level i.e. that the linear part of
the error signal in the vicinity of the center of the cavity resonance,
crosses zero.
FALC has two inputs, inverting and non-inverting. If the wrong
input is chosen, the modulation sidebands will be locked to the cavity
resonance during the sweep, in which case the spreading appears on
the wings of the error signal and not in the center. In such a case
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Figure 4.20: Shapes of the transmission (green) and error (blue) signals
during laser frequency sweep (orange) that reflects the correct setup of the
stabilization loop parameters. Wide and symmetric central part, with
the maximum in the middle, indicates the proper parameters settings.
Phase modulation sidebands (Ω = 21.4 MHz) are used for the frequency
calibration.
the other input of the PID controller should be used.
With the sweep switched off, the laser frequency is slowly tuned
by adding a small DC voltage, until the transmission signal reaches
its maximum. This indicates that the frequency has been brought
into capture range of the loop and that the fast branch of the loop is
in action. It is also useful to monitor the correction signal at the out-
put of FALC110 on a separate oscilloscope with a long timebase (roll
mode of the time axis). By switching on the unlimited integrator
of the FALC110 module and setting up its offset in a way that the
rolling correction signal is centered around zero, the full stabiliza-
tion is achieved. Figure 4.21 displays the spectrum of the correction
signal. The servo bump at ∼ 170 kHz indicates the bandwidth of
the stabilization loop. With the free running linewidth of the PW-
ECL laser of the order or 10 kHz at 0.1 s observation time [59], the
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Figure 4.21: Electrical spectrum analyzer display of the correction sig-
nal, showing a servo bump around 170 kHz, which gives the idea of the
stabilization loop bandwidth.
demonstrated bandwidth is sufficient for the laser stabilization to the
cavity and in the absence of the external perturbations, the laser can
stay locked during multiple hours.
4.9 High finesse Perot-Fabry reference
cavity
The LTF-ULE2 optical cavity (Figure 4.22) is a 10 cm long ULE glass
(Ti-dopped silicate glass) cylinder (produced by AT Films, Boul-
der, Colorado, USA) with two optically contacted fused-silica (FS)
mirrors, whose high reflectivity is centered at 1557 nm. The hori-
zontal notched cavity, with the vibration insensitive design is based
on the SYRTE development [63]. For such a hybrid material cav-
ity, the zero coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) temperature is
few tens of kelvin lower than for the cavities fully made out of the
ULE. Therefore, ULE rings (outer diameter 25.4 mm, inner diameter
6 mm, thickness 6.35 mm) are optically contacted on the back side
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of each of the fused-silica mirrors. These rings compensate for the
thermal deformations of the FS mirrors and by proper choice of the
ring dimensions, the zero CTE temperature of the cavity as a whole
can be tuned over as much as 30 K, bringing the operation back to
a more convenient, room temperature region [64].
Figure 4.22: LTF-ULE2 notched optical cavity in protective package and
placed in the cradle, resting on four Viton R© support pads.
The entry cavity mirror is flat and the back mirror is concave,
with the radius of curvature of 50 cm. The coating on the flat mirror
has a radius of 8 mm, while on the curved mirror it is 12 mm, which
is important to know for the proper orientation of the cavity.
4.9.1 Thermal noise limit
With the Pound-Drever-Hall stabilization scheme, the incoming laser
field is locked to the averaged field resonating in the cavity. All of
the fluctuation that are imposed on the length of the optical path
inside the cavity, are directly transfered to the laser, as the residual
frequency noise. The fundamental limit of the cavity length noise√
SδL(f) is set by the thermal noise (Brownian motion) of the cav-
ity materials. Following the work of Numata et al. [60], we can
estimate the thermal noise limit of the LTF-ULE2 reference cavity.
The following parameters are used for this estimation: beam radius
w0 = 314 µm, mirror coating thickness d ∼ 5 µm, temperature T =
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293.67 K (LTF-ULE2 cavity zero CTE temperature, see below), ULE
spacer losses φULE =
1
6×104 , FS mirror substrate losses φFS =
1
1×106
and mirror coating losses φcoating = 4 × 10−4, while Young’s moduli
and Poisson’s ratios values are EULE = 67.6 GPa, EFS = 72.7 GPa,
σULE = 0.17 and σFS = 0.16. The results are summarized in Ta-
ble 4.5.
Cavity Spacer Substrate
√
SδL(1 Hz)
[
m√
Hz
] √
Sδν(1 Hz)
[
Hz√
Hz
]
σy(τ = 1 s)
LTF-ULE1 [59] ULE ULE 5.5 ×10−17 0.11 6.5× 10−16
LTF-ULE2 ULE FS 2.9 ×10−17 0.056 3.5× 10−16
Table 4.5: Comparison of the thermal noise limitations of the two ULE
cavities. The displacement noise
√
SδL(f) and the corresponding fre-
quency noise
√
Sδν(f), both exhibiting flicker behavior, are estimated at
1 Hz Fourier frequency. The estimated thermal noise limit of the fractional
frequency stability σy(τ) (Allan deviation) is given for the integration time
of 1 s.
The total cavity displacement noise power spectral density (SδL(f))
comprises contributions of the two cavity spacer flat ends, two mir-
ror substrates and two mirror coatings, with the estimated partial
contributions (at 1 Hz Fourier frequency) of 0.6%, 14.6% and 84.8%,
respectively.
4.9.2 Thermal expansion turning point
The LTF-ULE1 cavity is a full ULE design [42], with the inversion
temperature of 22.46 ◦C, determined by application of heating and
cooling temperature ramp to the baseplate of the vacuum cham-
ber [59]. The temperature control described in Section 4.6 came in
very useful for the determination of the temperature where the LTF-
ULE2 cavity has a zero coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE). The
determination of zero CTE temperature of the LTF-ULE1 cavity was
a few months long process, because of the high level of the thermal
isolation of the cavity placed in the two-layer thermal shield. With
our second system, we were able to set the cavity temperature within
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±5 mK margin from the set temperature only in 2.3 days, which en-
abled us to determine the minimum of the cavity expansion from
a set of discrete measurements. In other words, it was enough to set
the temperature, wait for it to settle, lock the laser to the cavity and
measure the frequency of the laser for some time.
The heterodyne optical beat between the laser and the 250 MHz
Er:fiber optical frequency comb (MenloSystems, Germany) is de-
tected by ThorLabs DET01CFC detector, amplified with FEMTO R©
DHPCA-100 current amplifier and counted with FXM50 (K+K Mess-
technik, Germany) zero dead time counter. The results of the four
weeks of measurements, where we were able to set seven different
cavity temperatures (starting from 25◦C) are shown in Figure 4.23.
Figure 4.23: Static determination of the temperature inversion point of
the LTF-ULE2 reference cavity.
The first three points (A, B and C) were used to check the trend of
the change, as well as to make the first estimate of the zero expansion
temperature. Afterwards, we used the four points (D, E, F and
G), symmetrically distributed around the curve minimum for the
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quadratic fit, showing the zero CTE temperature at TCTE0 = (20.51±
0.06)◦C. With the cavity temperature set to this value, the residual
quadratic relative frequency sensitivity is
∆f
f
= 7.8 · 10−10 [K−2]∆T 2 (4.23)
where ∆T = T − TCTE0 represents the difference between the actual
cavity temperature and its zero CTE temperature.
4.9.3 Cavity drift
For the determination of the cavity drift, it is necessary to record
the laser frequency evolution over a prolonged period of time, but it
is also important to be sure that the change in frequency is indeed
the consequence of the drift and not e.g. the result of the oscillations
induced by the daily change in the ambient temperature. With the
estimated error of ∆TCTE0 = 0.06 K, and with the measured tempera-
ture difference of ∼ 35 mK between top and bottom of the cradle, we
assume that the cavity set temperature is no more than ∆T = 0.2 K
away from the exact zero CTE temperature. From the derivative of
the curve in Figure 4.23 at the point 0.2 K away from the minimum,
the cavity temperature sensitivity is estimated at ∼ 60 HzmK . From the
measured cradle temperature oscillations, at the order of 2 mKpp on
a daily scale (Figure 4.17), we could expect to see the corresponding
oscillation in the laser frequency of the order of 120 Hz peak-to-peak.
The beat frequency was recorded in stages during 400 thousand
seconds. The measured frequencies are displayed in Figure 4.24,
spanning ∼ 14 kHz during the observation time of ∼ 4.5 days, which
is much more than the estimated ambient temperature induced fre-
quency oscillations (120 Hz peak-to-peak). The cradle temperature
monitoring data (Figure 4.17), recorded before, during and after the
cavity drift measurements, excludes the possibility of the tempera-
ture instability influence on the ULE cavity. Therefore, we can say
that the observed linear drift rate of ∼ 31mHzs is not the consequence
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Figure 4.24: Measured cavity drift at zero CTE temperature, is in the
accordance with the values reported [15] as the ULE material aging drift.
of the daily temperature variations and that it could be attributed
to the cavity material aging or e.g. to the drift in the stabilization
electronics. This value is comparable with the drift value of ∼ 60mHzs
reported in [15].
4.9.4 FWHM resonance linewidth. Cavity ring-
down time.
The full-width half-maximum (FWHM) linewidth of the cavity res-
onance can be determined from the cavity ringdown time τ as
∆fFWHM =
1
2piτ
. (4.24)
In order to measure the ringdown time, it is necessary to lock the
laser to the cavity and to quickly cut-off the incoming light, while
recording the DC signal on the photo detector in the cavity trans-
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mission. Manual beam interruption as well as chopping is not fast
enough, because the time of flight of the blade through the beam
profile is comparable with the cavity decay time. The shape of the
expected exponentially decaying DC signal becomes distorted. The
simplest solution is to cut-off the AOM RF output signal and to trig-
ger the scope on the falling edge of the transmission signal, which
results in a confident measurement shown in Figure 4.25.
Figure 4.25: Measurement of the ringdown time for the LTF-ULE2 cavity.
The signal decays with the time constant of τ ≈ 66µs.
The decay of the signal is characterized by the time constant of
τ−1 = 15191 s−1 which in turn gives the resonance linewidth value of
∆fFWHM = 2420 Hz. (4.25)
With the free spectral range of the 10-cm cavity being 1.5 GHz, the
cavity finesse (Equation 4.10) is
F =
FSR
∆fFWHM
≈ 620000 (4.26)
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For the f0 = c/λ0 = 192.6 THz, the resonator quality factor is Q =
8·1010. The finesse value represents more than 3-fold improvement in
comparison with the first system, where measured finesse is ≈ 178000
and ∆fFWHM = 8.4 kHz [42].
4.9.5 Direct resonance profile measurement
The additional check of the results from the previous Subsection was
done by the direct measurement of the LTF-ULE2 resonance profile.
The scheme of the experiment is shown in Figure 4.26, while the
resonance shape is displayed in Figure 4.27, together with the Voigt
fit of the data.
Figure 4.26: Setup for the direct determination of the resonance shape of
the LTF-ULE2 cavity. The ORION PW-ECL is stabilized at the LTF-
ULE1 cavity. The stabilized laser frequency is shifted by an EOM and
swept through the resonance of the LTF-ULE2 cavity.
The laser was locked to the LTF-ULE1 cavity and an EOM
(JDSU PM-150-005) is used to shift the laser frequency. The output
of the frequency generator 1 is manually scanned in steps of 10 kHz,
while being externally slowly swept by the frequency generator 2
(fm = 10 Hz, triangular, T=0.1 s) with the modulation depth of
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Figure 4.27: Resonance shape of the LTF-ULE2 cavity. Blue trace is the
Voigt fit.
∆f = 100 kHz peak-to-peak. The transmission signal of the LTF-
ULE2 cavity is monitored at the oscilloscope and the resonance was
found 93.5 MHz away from the first cavity resonance. The linewidth
of the cavity resonance is then simply calculated as
∆fFWHM =
FWHMt
T/2
∆f = 3040 Hz. (4.27)
The difference between this value and the value determined form the
cavity ring-down time (4.25) is probably due to the distortion of the
line shape caused by the ringing effect which has been noticed during
laser sweep and explained independently by several authors [65–67].
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4.10 Conclusion
In this Chapter I have described how we have implemented the
Pound-Drever-Hall technique for the laser frequency stabilization.
The building of the reference cavity housing was a personal challenge
and I have in more detail mentioned important mechanical, thermal
and optical aspects. We used the thermal model of the cavity enclo-
sure [61] to develop the additional control mechanism, which enabled
us to change the temperature of the ULE cavity within 2.3 days. This
in turn brought substantial liberty in the process of the determina-
tion of the zero expansion coefficient temperature. I wanted also
to add a few practical observations that could be of general help in
similar activities. Finally I have presented the results of the char-
acterization of the LTF-ULE2 cavity. After dozens of situations in
the assembly process that could have deteriorated the performance
of the system, it is satisfactory to see that very high finesse of 620000
is a reality.
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Chapter 5
Er:Yb:glass oscillator
(ERGO) optical
frequency comb
5.1 Introduction
Optical frequency combs from mode-locked femtosecond lasers pro-
vide a direct, phase-coherent link between optical and microwave
frequencies and allow the measurement of the optical frequencies
with the highest precision [39, 68]. The possibility to easier count
the optical frequencies has led to the development of the new gen-
erations of optical clocks that surpass microwave clocks in terms of
the stability [69, 70].
The first self-referenced optical frequency combs were based on
solid state Ti:sapphire lasers, providing high peak power [71,72] and
an octave spreading spectrum directly at the output of the fem-
tosecond laser [73]. They can operate at a high repetition rate of
several gigahertz [74] and also benefit from low-noise properties, re-
sulting from high intracavity power i.e. high Q-factor of their op-
tical resonator. Therefore, Ti:sapphire combs are still widely em-
ployed today, despite several disadvantages associated with their
complexity, high cost and inefficient pumping. Later on, simpler
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and cost-effective Er:fiber combs in the 1.5 µm region have been
developed and self-referenced [75]. Being compact, robust and ef-
ficiently diode-pumped, Er:fiber combs have emerged as a valuable
alternative to Ti:sapphire laser combs in the past years and now
constitute a commonly-used comb technology. With the coverage of
the 1.5 µm transmission window of optical fibers, it became pos-
sible to distribute the broad laser spectrum over large distances
through proper noise-cancellation fiber links for simultaneous com-
parison of distant optical and microwave frequency standards [76].
In comparison to Ti:sapphire combs, fiber-laser combs generally ex-
hibit significantly higher frequency noise and broader optical comb
lines, due to their high gain, low Q-factor cavities and strong fiber
nonlinearities. Significant improvements have been realized, in par-
ticular through the achievement of sub-Hz carrier-envelope offset
(CEO) linewidth [77–81]. However noise suppression in fiber lasers
remains more challenging and generally requires a wide feedback
bandwidth in the 100 kHz range [78]. Notable exceptions are the
Er:fiber comb developed at NIST operating with a reduced band-
width of ∼ 25 kHz [82] and the multi-branch Er:fiber comb of Naka-
jima et al. that achieved a CEO beat linewidth of 10−30 kHz in the
free-running conditions [80].
In an attempt to combine comfortable diode-pumping of the fiber
lasers and low-noise operation of the solid-state lasers, diode-pumped
solid state lasers (DPSSLs) [83] and more specifically, semiconduc-
tor saturable absorber mirror (SESAM)-modelocked DPSSLs have
been developed [84]. DPSSLs have low intrinsic noise owing to their
high-Q cavities with low residual losses and can access substantially
higher average power levels than unamplified femtosecond fiber oscil-
lators [85]. Repetition rates larger than 100 GHz have already been
achieved in fundamental modelocking in the picosecond pulse width
regime [86] and more recently larger than 1 GHz in the femtosecond
regime [87, 88]. Despite the large number of femtosecond DPSSLs
reported, CEO frequency detection has been demonstrated only oc-
casionally, e.g. with a Kerr-lens modelocked 865 nm Cr:LiSAF laser
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oscillator [89], a fiber-amplified, temporally compressed 1030 nm
Yb:KYW laser [90], a SESAM modelocked Er:Yb:glass laser oscilla-
tor at 1.5 µm [8], and most recently with a gigahertz diode-pumped
Yb:KGW laser without any further amplification [91].
The subject of this chapter is an ultra-fast DPSSL, based on
Er:Yb:glass gain medium, mode-locked by a SESAM [92]. This novel
type of laser was lent to the Laboratoire Temps-Fre´quence by the
Keller group of the Institute of Quantum Electronics at ETH Zu¨rich.
The characterization of the ERGO frequency comb includes the
analysis of the stability and noise of the comb elements (carrier-
envelope offset, repetition rate and a comb line at 1558 nm) in the
free-running and phase-locked mode of operation. The assessment
of the comb line properties is done by the frequency discriminator
technique (Chapter 2), applied on the heterodyne RF beat between
one of the comb lines and the cavity-stabilized ultra narrow linewidth
CW laser (Chapter 4). It will be shown that the phase noise and
the stability of the ERGO comb line are limited by the repetition
rate reference oscillator. On the other hand, the contribution of the
intrinsically low-noise CEO beat to the noise of the optical line is of
no significance at all Fourier frequencies. A linewidth of ∼ 160 kHz
is obtained for an optical comb line at 1558 nm.
Furthermore, I will discuss the influence of the dynamics of the
CEO frequency (fCEO), controlled by a pump current, on the self-
referencing of the ERGO optical frequency comb. The tuning of the
fCEO with the pump current exhibits a reversal point. Between the
low- and high-frequency region in the dynamic response of the fCEO
to the pump current modulation, there is a significant phase shift of
∼ 180◦ in the transfer function. As a result, it is impossible to sta-
bilize fCEO at a pump current above the reversal point, although the
free-running CEO beat at this point has a higher signal-to-noise ratio
than underneath the reversal point, where the locking is straightfor-
ward. These results indicate that a high signal-to-noise ratio and
a low-noise CEO beat are not sufficient indicators for the feasibility
of the comb self-referencing in cases for which CEO dynamics plays
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a dominant role.
5.2 75-MHz Er:Yb:glass ultra-fast laser
The layout of the Er:Yb:glass based frequency comb is given in the
Figure 5.1. This passively mode-locked diode-pumped solid state
laser is centered at 1558 nm, with the spectral width of ∼ 15 nm.
Figure 5.1: Layout of the diode-pumped Er:Yb:glass laser oscillator
(ERGO). SESAM: semiconductor saturable absorber mirror; GTI: high
reflection Gires-Tournois mirror, dispersion -100 fs2 each; OC: output
coupler; PBS: polarization beam-splitter cube; PM-HNLF: polarization
maintaining highly nonlinear fiber.
For the detection of the CEO frequency a coherent octave span-
ning spectrum is generated in the 1.5 m long, dispersion flattened, po-
larization maintaining highly nonlinear fiber (PM-HNLF). The out-
put of the laser consists of 170 fs Fourier transform limited pulses,
emitted at the repetition rate of 75 MHz, with the average out-
put power of 110 mW [8]. Two aspects of this ERGO laser are
particularly advantageous, leading finally to the reliable and effi-
cient operation. The first is the use of the SESAM for self-starting
and stable soliton mode-locking [93], while the other one is the di-
rect diode pumping by a 600 mW fiber-coupled telecomm laser at
976 nm. Cavity length is coarsely tuned by a stepper motor which
controls the position of the SESAM-carrying piezo transducer (PZT),
itself responsible for the fine cavity length adjustment. High cavity
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Q-factor and thus a significantly lower quantum noise limit, com-
pared to a typical fiber-based laser [94], is a result of very low cavity
round-trip losses, being below 3%.
The transportability of the ERGO laser is achieved by its place-
ment on a 10 cm thick, 30 cm by 60 cm optical breadboard, while
the improvement in its thermal and mechanical stability comes from
the surrounding enclosure. The majority of the power is used for
the coherent spectral broadening in the PM-HNLF and only a small
portion is required for the detection and stabilization of the repeti-
tion rate frequency. Finally, a very silent CEO beat signal, with only
3.6 kHz free-running FWHM linewidth [8], is detected in the f-to-2f
interferometer [30], at 1025 nm.
5.3 Frequency comb stabilization
The frequency comb is a frequency domain representation of a train
of the femtosecond pulses. A very simple relation
νn = fCEO + nfrep (5.1)
shows that each optical frequency (νn), present in the comb spec-
trum, can be related to two RF frequencies fCEO and frep. If the
laser pulses were absolutely identical in terms of the envelope and
the underlying carrier field, the comb spectrum would start at zero
frequency and would be made out of the exact multiples of the rep-
etition rate frequency. In reality, due to a difference in the velocities
of the pulse envelope (group velocity) and the carrier field (phase
velocity), a pulse-to-pulse phase shift is introduced and is registered
as a frequency offset of whole of the comb spectrum from zero fre-
quency. The stabilization of these two radio frequencies, results in
the stabilization of whole of the optical frequency comb spectrum.
The repetition rate is phase-stabilized by custom MenloSystems
RRE100 electronics. Less than 300 µW of the femtosecond laser
output power is injected into a single-mode fiber for the repetition
rate detection. The 28th harmonic at 2.1 GHz is detected on a fast
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photo diode (Thorlabs DET01CFC), band-pass filtered and com-
pared in a double-balanced mixer with a reference signal, which is in
this case a hydrogen maser referenced dielectric resonator oscillator
(DRO, Miteq DLCRO-010-02100). The comparison at the 28th har-
monic improves the sensitivity of the detection to phase fluctuations.
On the other hand, the choice of this particular DRO, compared to
a hydrogen maser reference, introduces a certain amount of the ex-
cess noise in the range from 2 Hz to 400 Hz. At the mixer output,
the error signal is low-pass filtered, fed to a PI servo-controller after
which the correction signal is amplified in order to be able to drive
the cavity length PZT control.
Phase stabilization of the CEO beat to an external 20 MHz hy-
drogen maser reference is governed by a MenloSystems XPS800-E
locking electronics. The most important component of this system is
a digital phase detector DXD200 with a large linear phase difference
detection range of ±32× 2pi rad. The error signal is filtered and am-
plified in the loop PI controller (PIC201) and the feedback is applied
to the pump laser current. The PI servo parameters are adjusted in
a way that the residual CEO beat phase fluctuations are at the min-
imum, with the feedback bandwidth reaching the maximum, while
the loop remains in the stable operation regime. Figure 5.2 is show-
ing the total transfer function (both in amplitude and phase) of the
CEO beat stabilization loop. It is derived from the measurements
of the response of the each element of the loop i.e. DXD200 phase
detector, PIC201 servo controller and the modulation response of the
CEO beat itself. The loop unity gain frequency is only 5.5 kHz, with
the phase margin of ∼ 15◦. The feedback bandwidth in this case is
mainly limited by the dynamics of the Er gain medium [95].
5.4 Stabilized CEO beat properties
With only the information on the CEO linewidth, its noise properties
are not fully disclosed. The frequency noise power spectral density
(PSD) is displaying the full noise information about the signal un-
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Figure 5.2: Amplitude and phase of the CEO beat stabilization loop.
der test. In this study the frequency noise PSD was measured by
the use of the frequency discriminator technique, described in Chap-
ter 2. Furthermore, in Chapter 3, it has been shown that the noise
contribution to the linewidth comes only at the Fourier frequencies
where the modulation is slow i.e. where SCEOδν (f) >
8 ln 2
pi2 f .
The frequency noise PSD of the free-running CEO beat is dis-
played in Figure 5.4. The contribution to the linewidth comes from
the noise at the Fourier frequencies below 3 kHz, which is the point
of the intersection of the frequency noise PSD with the β-separation
line. The linewidth is calculated from the frequency noise spectrum
by Equation 3.3 and it increases with the observation time. The
calculated value of ≈ 5 kHz at 1 ms observation time is in the agree-
ment with the value of 3.6 kHz, extracted from the RF spectrum and
previously reported in [8]. Very low-noise free-running properties of
the CEO beat are making it possible to reach a tight phase-lock even
with the feedback loop of limited bandwidth.
The frequency noise PSD of the phase-stabilized CEO beat, is
measured from the in-loop error signal at the output of the DXD200
phase detector, with the detector measured sensitivity (Section 2.2.4)
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Figure 5.3: CEO beat stabilization loop.
taken into account. The use of the in-loop signal is justified by the
much lower phase noise of the maser reference. The level of noise
suppression, displayed in Figure 5.5, is sufficient to give rise to a full
CEO beat linewidth narrowing. The shape of the CEO coherent
peak, with 30 dB signal-to-noise ratio at 30 Hz resolution bandwidth
(inset in Figure 5.5) confirms the realization of a tight phase-lock.
The noise which remains present can be seen as a pedestal be-
low the coherent peak. In order to quantify it numerically, an inte-
grated residual phase noise is calculated as ∆φCEOrms =
√∫ SCEOδν (f)
f2 df =
0.72 rad-rms, integrated from 0.1 Hz to 100 kHz. This represents the
lowest residual phase noise value for an optical frequency comb in the
1.5 µm region, achieved with such a small feedback bandwidth of only
∼ 5.5 kHz.
Figure 5.5 shows that the main contribution to the residual in-
tegrated phase noise comes from the 5.5 kHz servo bump. Also, a
small technical contribution of ∼ 10% originates from the peak at
360 Hz, which is visible in the frequency noise spectrum as well. This
peak corresponds to a mechanical resonance in a translation stage
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Figure 5.4: Left scale: Frequency noise PSD of the free-running ERGO
comb CEO beat. The demodulation of a 20 MHz signal is done by
a frequency discriminator technique. The β-separation line is used to
determine which Fourier frequency region contributes to the CEO beat
linewidth. Right scale: FWHM linewidth of the free-running CEO beat,
calculated (see Equation 3.3) from the frequency noise spectrum, as a
function of the observation time.
of the pump laser focusing lens. The residual phase noise could be
further reduced by the improvement of the mechanical stability of
the resonator or by introduction of an additional phase-lead filter in
the feedback loop, which would extend the loop bandwidth [79].
For the analysis of the phase-locked CEO stability, its frequency
was recorded with a zero dead time counter (K+K Messtechnik,
FXM50). Figure 5.6 (a) shows a time series of the fCEO during
more than 10 hours of the stable ERGO operation. The Allan de-
viation (Figure 5.6 (b)) shows a fractional frequency instability at
the level of 10−8 × τ−1 of the 20 MHz CEO beat frequency, with
the contribution at the level of 10−15 to the optical carrier frequency
instability (νn = 200 THz) at 1 s integration time. Furthermore,
the comparison with the fCEO of the Er:fiber frequency comb (Men-
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Figure 5.5: Left scale: frequency noise PSD of the phase-locked CEO beat,
measured from the in-loop error signal at the output of the phase detector.
Right scale: integrated residual phase noise (integration from 0.1 Hz up to
the cut-off frequency). Inset: CEO beat RF spectrum, showing a coherent
peak with 30 dB signal-to-noise ratio at 30 Hz resolution bandwidth.
loSystems FC1500-250) shows a 20-fold improvement in the CEO
fractional frequency stability. For this comparison, both systems
were in their best operating conditions, i.e. the feedback was acting
within the full bandwidth, without any artificial limitations. Three
times higher repetition rate (250 MHz in Er:fiber comb vs. 75 MHz
in the ERGO) is partially responsible for this difference, but the
main improvement factor is the larger Q-factor of the ERGO laser
resonator.
Very recently, a new stabilization technique was succesfully ap-
plied with this ERGO laser [96]. The SESAM was used as a fast
intra-cavity opto-optical modulator (OOM), resulting in more than
10-fold increase in the CEO control bandwidth. The residual CEO
phase noise was further reduced, from ∼ 720 mrad to only ∼ 65 mrad
(integrated from 1 Hz to 100 kHz), resulting in a 4 times better CEO
fractional frequency stability of 2.5× 10−9 at 1 s integration time.
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Figure 5.6: (a) Time series of the fCEO measured with a zero dead time
counter FXM50. (b) Allan deviation of the ERGO comb fCEO, compared
to a self-referenced Er:fiber comb. The left scale shows the fractional
frequency stability with respect to the 20 MHz fCEO, while on the right
the scale is chosen in relation to the optical frequency νn = 200 THz.
5.5 Optical comb line properties
The first evaluation of the properties of the optical line of the ERGO
frequency comb was done in a configuration where the comb was
referenced to a hydrogen maser. The analysis was performed on
the heterodyne beat signal between one line of the frequency comb,
centered at 1.56 µm and the cavity-stabilized ultra narrow linewidth
laser (see Chapter 4). The beat signal was produced in a single mode
50-50 splitter/combiner (AFW Technologies, FOBC-2-15-50-C), by
combining ∼ 800 µW from the 1557.5 nm ultra-stable laser with
∼ 200 nW from the ERGO laser, spectrally filtered to a 0.3 nm width
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by a diffraction grating. A fiber-coupled photodiode is then used for
the detection of the beat note at ∼ 29 MHz, with a signal-to-noise
ratio of more than 30 dB in 100 kHz resolution bandwidth. After-
wards, the signal was filtered, amplified and up-converted in order
to be demodulated by the analog PLL frequency discriminator (Sub-
section 2.2.1). The demodulated base-band signal was recorded with
the FFT spectrum analyzer.
The contribution of the phase noise of the ultra-stable laser to
the noise of the detected beat signal is negligible. Therefore, the fre-
quency noise of the beat signal corresponds directly to the frequency
noise Soptδν (f) of the optical comb line (Figure 5.7).
The repetition rate is stabilized by applying feedback within the
measured bandwidth of ∼ 300 Hz to the piezo-transducer (PZT) that
carries the SESAM. The frequency noise of the repetition rate Srepδν (f)
is measured by the SpectraDynamics Noise Measurement System
Controller (NMSC-2), both for the fully stabilized and free-running
ERGO frequency comb.
Compared to the hydrogen maser reference, some excess noise
is present in the range form 2 Hz to 400 Hz in the repetition rate
frequency noise PSD as well as in the optical line noise spectrum.
The separate measurements of the noise of the reference dielectric
resonator oscillator (DRO, locked to the hydrogen maser) and of the
repetition rate, after being scaled to the frequency of the N -th comb
line, reveal that the DRO is the source of this technical contribution
to the noise of the optical line. Therefore, in this configuration, the
stability of the optical line is limited by the RF reference and the
noise of the optical line is dominated by the repetition rate noise,
while the contribution of the CEO is negligible. Even in the kHz
range, the servo bump of the CEO stabilization loop is not visible,
which is usually the case in the fiber based systems [82].
The inset of the figure 5.7 is showing the linewidth of the optical
line of the ERGO frequency comb stabilized fully to the RF reference.
The FWHM linewidth is calculated by Equation 3.3 and is displayed
in the function of the observation time. For the observation times
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Figure 5.7: RF reference limiting the stability of the ERGO comb. The
frequency noise of the comb line at 1557.5 nm with the index N ≈ 2570000
is accessed through the heterodyne beat with the narrow linewidth laser.
Both free-running and stabilized mode of operation are displayed. For
comparison, the frequency noise of the repetition rate multiplied by the
line index N is also displayed (Srepδν (f) scaled by N
2). Inset: FWHM
linewidth of the optical line, calculated by Equation 3.3.
longer than 100 ms, the FWHM linewidth of ∼ 160 kHz is mainly
the result of the presence of the excess noise in the repetition rate
DRO reference.
5.6 CEO dynamics impact on stabiliza-
tion
Many physical effects contribute to the change of the fCEO with the
pump power in a frequency comb, as it is exhaustively discussed
in [97]. The response of the fCEO to a change in the pump power thus
is not simple and generally leads to a nonlinear behavior, which may
affect the CEO stabilization. In a Ti:Sapphire comb, the existence
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of a reversal point in the dependence of the fCEO on the pump power
has been shown in [98], with an important consequence for the CEO
stabilization. This reversal point was accompanied by a significant
change of the CEO frequency noise, revealing a strong reduction of
the linewidth of the free-running CEO beat around this particular
point. As a consequence, a much better stabilization of the CEO beat
(i.e. achieving a lower residual phase noise) was obtained by tuning
the pump power close to the reversal point, at which the contribution
of pump power fluctuations to the CEO noise was minimized.
A reversal point in the variation of the fCEO with the pump cur-
rent in a 1.5 µm DPSSL comb, has a different but crucial impact
on the CEO stabilization. The dynamics of the fCEO, that is, its
frequency response to pump current modulation, depends on the po-
sition of the operating point relative to the reversal point and plays
a major role in the ability to phase-stabilize fCEO. More specifically,
the dynamic response changes differently at low and high modula-
tion frequencies on either side of the reversal point, indicating that
different effects contribute to the tuning of the fCEO with the pump
current. The observed dynamic response, in particular in terms of
its phase, fully explains the experimentally observed impossibility to
stabilize the fCEO when the pump current was tuned above the rever-
sal point, whereas a tight phase-lock was straightforwardly achieved
below the reversal point.
A pump diode current control, resulting in a linear variation
of the pump power, is implemented as a standard method of the
fCEO fine-tuning and stabilization. By the direct influence on the
pulse duration and energy, the pump current variations translate
into a change of the CEO frequency. The static tuning of the fCEO
with the pump current is nonlinear and even non-monotonous in the
ERGO comb, as illustrated in Figure 5.8.
A reversal point at which the slope of the dependence of the fCEO
on the pump current Ip changes its sign occurs at Ireversal ∼ 860 mA,
corresponding to a pump power of ∼ 563 mW. In the ERGO comb,
the CEO frequency is locked to a 20 MHz reference [9], which should
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Figure 5.8: Static tuning curve of the CEO frequency fCEO with respect
to the pump current showing a reversal point at Ip ∼ 860 mA: fCEO vs.
Ip (left scale, black circles) and static tuning coefficient (right scale, grey
squares). fCEO is stabilized to 20 MHz in the ERGO comb, which can be
realized in principle at two current values Ilow and Ihigh.
be achievable in principle at the two different currents labeled Ilow ∼
817 mA and Ihigh ∼ 893 mA, respectively, for which fCEO = 20MHz
(Figure 5.8), provided that a correct sign is chosen for the feedback
signal applied to the pump current. In practice, this is not the case
and a strongly different behavior was observed on both sides of the
reversal point. The lock is possible only at the operating current Ilow
located below the reversal point at which the CEO tuning coefficient
∂fCEO
∂Ip
is positive. Despite the better signal-to-noise ratio of the CEO
beat obtained at the higher current Ihigh located above the reversal
point (40 dB observed at 100 kHz resolution bandwidth compared
with 33 dB below the reversal point, as shown in the inset in Fig-
ure 5.9), no locking could be achieved at this point.
In contrast to the previous observations made in the Ti:Sapphire
laser [98], there is no significant change in the frequency noise of the
CEO beat, and thus on its free-running linewidth, when tuning the
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Figure 5.9: Frequency noise power spectral density (PSD) of the CEO
beat measured at two different pump currents Ilow and Ihigh at which
fCEO = 20MHz, located on each side of the reversal point. Only the
noise that exceeds the β-separation line Sδν(f) =
8 ln 2
pi2
f (dashed line)
contributes to the linewidth of the CEO beat [7]. Inset: corresponding
CEO beat showing a higher signal-to-noise ratio at Ihigh than at Ilow.
pump current across the reversal point. Figure 5.9 shows a similar
frequency noise PSD of the CEO beat at two operating currents Ilow
and Ihigh, measured using a frequency discriminator [5] and a fast
Fourier transform analyzer. This indicates that the frequency noise
of the CEO beat is not dominated by the fluctuations of the pump
laser power in the ERGO comb and that some other effect is respon-
sible for the inability to lock fCEO at a high current value Ihigh.
To investigate this issue, the dynamic response of fCEO was mea-
sured in amplitude and phase in a standard lock-in scheme, for
a small pump current modulation depth (1 mA peak-to-peak), us-
ing a frequency discriminator (frequency-to-voltage converter) to de-
modulate the CEO beat. Figure 5.10 displays the transfer function of
the fCEO measured at different pump currents located on both sides
of the reversal point. Figure 5.8 shows that the CEO static tuning
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coefficient with the pump current is zero at the reversal point. Never-
theless, the yellow curve in Figure 5.10(a) does not strictly go to zero
at the DC. The reason for this is the day to day manipulation within
the laser cavity which can shift the exact position of the reversal
point as well as the experimental error of setting the pump current
exactly to the value that corresponds to the reversal point. One
notices that the response at high frequencies (above ∼ 1 kHz) does
not depend (both in amplitude and phase) on the operating pump
current, whereas in the low-frequency range, a significant difference
is observed, especially in the phase of the transfer function, which
changes by 180◦ between low and high pump current. This behavior
indicates that two different physical phenomena in the gain medium
(with a nonlinear refractive index n2 = 3.3 × 10−16 cm2W ) are respon-
sible for the tuning of the fCEO with the pump current. Self-phase
modulation (Kerr effect) very likely dominates the dependence of the
fCEO on the pump current at high modulation frequencies. This con-
tribution is instantaneous and has no reason to be affected by a sign
reversal with respect to the pump current. At low frequencies, how-
ever, a different, slower mechanism is responsible for the significant
change of the transfer function observed at different pump currents,
in particular in terms of phase. With a relatively tight focus in the
gain medium (beam radius estimated by the simulation to 20 µm in
the tangential plane and 13 µm in the sagittal plane [92]), thermal
effect, such as thermal lensing in the gain medium, is believed to be
responsible for this change.
Thermal lensing could change the overlap between the pump and
the laser beams in the gain medium as a function of the pump cur-
rent, and this change may lead to a shift of the CEO frequency in
either direction. This thermal effect also constitutes the dominant
contribution to the static tuning coefficient ∂fCEO∂Ip . Its change of sign
occurring at the reversal point (see Figure 5.8) is in good agreement
with the 180◦ phase shift observed in the CEO transfer function at
low modulation frequencies between the two cases Ip < Ireversal and
Ip > Ireversal. This 180
◦ phase shift is at the origin of the impossibility
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Figure 5.10: Amplitude (a) and phase (b) of the dynamic response of the
fCEO to pump current modulation measured at different pump currents:
Ip = Ilow below the reversal point (green curves), Ip = Ihigh above the
reversal point (red curves) and Ip = Ireversal at the reversal point (orange
curves).
to phase-stabilize fCEO at the high pump current Ihigh, whereas the
stabilization is straightforward at Ilow, as will be discussed.
A general rule of thumb in control systems, requires a sufficient
phase margin to be reached at the unity gain frequency, to keep
a feedback loop stable [56]. As a consequence, the overall phase shift
accumulated throughout the loop has to be kept sufficiently higher
than −180◦ to prevent the system from turning into a positive feed-
back loop, leading to an unstable operation. In the ERGO comb,
the CEO beat stabilization loop involves a digital phase detector
(MenloSystems DXD200) for the measurement of the phase fluctu-
ations between the CEO beat and the 20 MHz reference frequency
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and a servo controller (MenloSystems PIC201) to close the loop. The
transfer function of these two components has been measured in am-
plitude and phase. Combined with the dynamic response of the fCEO
to the pump current modulation depicted in Figure 5.10, the transfer
function of the entire stabilization loop has been determined, both
in amplitude and phase, for the two pump currents of interest, as
displayed in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11: Gain (a) and phase (b) of the overall CEO stabilization
loop transfer function at the two different pump currents Ip = Ilow (top
curves) and Ip = Ihigh (bottom curves). At Ip = Ilow, the phase margin is
sufficient to achieve a feedback bandwidth (labeled as f0dB) of several kHz.
At Ip = Ihigh, the phase is < −180◦ already at 1 Hz Fourier frequency,
which prevents the CEO stabilization.
The contribution from the dynamic response of the CEO beat to
the pump current modulation does not exhibit a significant phase
shift up to ∼ 1 kHz at pump currents below the reversal point (Fig-
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ure 5.10), so that a feedback bandwidth of several kilohertz can be
achieved with a sufficient phase margin, resulting in a tight phase
lock of the CEO beat. On the other side of the reversal point, a large
phase shift in the CEO beat dynamic response is already reached at
a very low frequency, which leads to an overall loop phase shift lower
than −180◦ already at 1 Hz Fourier frequency. This explains the im-
possibility to stabilize the CEO beat at an operating current above
the reversal point.
5.7 Conclusion
In this chapter I have described the full stabilization of the ERGO
(Er:Yb:glass) DPSSL based frequency comb in the 1.5 µm spectral
region and its noise properties. The strong advantage of the high
Q cavity operation is reflected in the low-noise CEO beat signal of
the record low free-running FWHM linewidth (below 4 kHz) in this
spectral region. As a direct consequence it is possible to stabilize the
CEO beat to an external 20 MHz reference with a feedback loop of
only 5.5 kHz in bandwidth. The residual CEO integrated phase noise
of 0.72 rad-rms is one of the smallest in this spectral region obtained
with the servo loop of such a small bandwidth. This bandwidth is
limited with the Er dynamics and further improvements would not
make this comb comparable with the e.g. Ti:sapphire based systems,
having the residual phase noise of the CEO beat below 0.1 rad-rms.
In such a system the upper state lifetime of the Ti is much lower
resulting therefore in the higher stabilization bandwidth.
The Allan deviation of the 20 MHz CEO beat frequency at the
level of 10−8 × τ−1 is 20-fold improvement in comparison with the
commercial Er:fiber frequency comb. The comparison is done with
both system operating in the optimal conditions, i.e. with the uti-
lization of the full feedback bandwith of each system. The low-noise
properties of the CEO beat are qualifying this comb technology for
the ultra-stable microwave generation [13]. The high stability of the
optical reference i.e. cavity-stabilized CW laser is directly transfered
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to the microwave signal within the simplest possible locking scheme,
by locking one of the teeth of the comb to the optical reference. The
contribution of the CEO to the stability of the generated microwave
is expected to be at the level of 10−15 at 1 s, decreasing with the
integration time as τ−1.
The properties of the optical comb line have been analyzed from
the heterodyne beat with the cavity-stabilized laser. The limita-
tions coming from the reference DRO have been demonstrated. The
linewidth of the comb line of ≈ 160 kHz is calculated from the fre-
quency noise spectrum. Some improvements could be expected with
the fine tuning or upgrade of the stabilization electronics, specially
from the elimination of the spurious noise peaks at 50 Hz and its
harmonics. Nevertheless, the main improvement in the operation is
expected from the stabilization of the comb to the optical reference.
The importance of the CEO dynamics in the self-referencing of
a DPSSL frequency comb has been demonstrated. The existence of
a significant phase shift of ∼ 180◦ in the dynamic response of the
fCEO for pump current modulation between the low (a few hertz)
and the high (kilohertz) frequency ranges prevents the CEO beat to
be phase-stabilized at pump currents above the reversal point. On
the contrary, the flat CEO phase response obtained at pump cur-
rents below the reversal point enables an overall feedback bandwidth
of several kilohertz, which straightforwardly results in a tight CEO
lock. This result demonstrates that a high signal-to-noise ratio and
a low-noise CEO beat are the prerequisites for the self-referencing
of an optical frequency comb, but these conditions may not be suf-
ficient in cases for which the CEO dynamics plays a crucial role.
Although this observation was made for a particular DPSSL comb,
similar effects might also occur in the other types of combs and have
to be considered when a new type of ultrafast laser is aimed at being
self-referenced.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and outlook
In this work, I presented one part of our group’s and my own activ-
ities in the domain of the optical frequency metrology.
We developed an analog phase-locked loop (PLL) based, radio
frequency (RF) discriminator technique for the noise analysis of the
narrow linewidth optical beat signals. Terahertz oscillations are
down-converted to the radio frequency domain by beating of the
two optical signals. It is then possible to use the frequency dis-
criminator technique for the demodulation of the RF signal and
therefore enable access to the noise that originates at the optical
frequencies. A set of the commercial frequency (phase) discrimina-
tors (Miteq RF discriminator, MenloSystems DXD200 digital phase
detector and Zurich Instruments HF2PLL digital phase-locked loop)
has been characterized in detail and the comparison with the home-
made analog PLL was made. With its large linear range (7 MHz),
bandwidth of 200 kHz and frequency noise floor below 10−2 Hz
2
Hz be-
tween 10 Hz and 100 kHz, the analog PLL frequency discriminator
enables the characterization of the beat signals whose linewidths lie
between few megahertz and few hertz. Therefore, it enables the mea-
surement of the frequency noise of the free-running lasers, as well as
the cavity stabilized ultra-stable lasers. It can also be used for the
determination of the response bandwidth of the repetition rate and
the carrier-envelope offset (CEO) in both the free-running and sta-
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bilized frequency combs. The Miteq RF discriminator, although the
simplest to implement, has a strong sensitivity to the amplitude mod-
ulation and the amplitude noise. Its amplitude noise induced high
noise floor hides the greatest portion of the residual frequency noise
of the stabilized CEO signals, but it is still useful for the analysis
of the free-running signals. The HF2PLL digital phase-locked loop,
being low-noise and quite flexible, in terms of characterization of the
frequency noise spectrum suffers from the limited bandwidth. Ad-
ditionally, at lower Fourier frequencies (below 100 Hz) and for lower
discriminator factors (necessary in order to avoid the saturation of
the output) the noise floor is preventing the detection of the small
frequency fluctuations. The DXD200 digital phase detector is very
sensitive to small frequency fluctuations at low Fourier frequencies.
It is therefore the most sensitive device for the analysis of the beat
signals that contain both frequency and amplitude noise, as is the
case e.g. in the stabilized CEO beat of the Er:Yb:glass (ERGO)
frequency comb.
Di Domenico et al. [6] made a theoretical analysis of the rela-
tion between the linewidth of the laser and its frequency noise power
spectral density (PSD). They have recognized a β-separation line
(Sδν(f) =
8 ln 2
pi2 f) in the frequency noise PSD, that makes a distinc-
tion between the noise components contributing to the linewidth and
to the wings of the lineshape. Based on this observation, they pro-
posed a simple geometrical approximation (∆fFWHM =
√
(8 ln 2)A)
which enables the calculation of the laser linewidth from the surface
A in the frequency noise power spectral density graph. The surface
A is calculated by taking into account only those noise components
that are above the β-separation line (Sδν(f) >
8 ln 2
pi2 f) i.e. the com-
ponents which are responsible for the slow carrier modulation. This
approximation was experimentally validated on a set of the opti-
cal heterodyne beat signals, produced by the state-of-the-art laser
sources, namely a solid state and a fiber-based frequency combs and
the cavity stabilized narrow-linewidth laser. The frequency discrim-
inator technique was applied for the measurement of the frequency
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noise of the signals with the different spectral properties. At the
same time, the signal under test was recorded with the spectrum
analyzer and its linewidth was determined by fitting the data. These
directly measured values are then compared with the values calcu-
lated from the frequency noise power spectrum. We demonstrated
an excellent agreement between the approximate and the directly
measured linewidth. Furthermore, we confirmed that the above men-
tioned approximation is valid over a broad range of values, spanning
three decades (from 103 Hz to 106 Hz), as well as for a wide variety of
the line shape functions, expressed through different contributions of
the Lorentzian and Gaussian linewidth to the Voigt linewidth. This
approximation avoids the two-step numerical integration procedure,
encountered in the exact determination of the laser line shape from
the frequency noise PSD [33] and it thus represents a practical and
reliable tool.
The ultra-narrow, cavity stabilized lasers are essential for the
development and the operation of the optical frequency standards.
Recently we have built the second ultra-stable Perot-Fabry passive
reference cavity (LTF-ULE2). The 10 cm long, notched and vibra-
tion insensitive, horizontal cavity spacer [63] is made out of the ultra-
low expansion (ULE) glass. The high reflectivity cavity mirrors (for
λ = 1557 nm) are deposited on the fused silica (FS) substrates and
are optically contacted with the ULE spacer. Additional ULE rings
are optically contacted on the back side of the FS mirrors in order
to compensate for the difference in the thermal expansion coefficient
of the spacer and the mirror substrates. In this manner it is possible
to tune the coefficient of thermal expansion of the cavity [64] and to
bring the zero crossing of the cavity’s CTE into the room temperature
region. The cavity is placed in the two-layer thermal shield (inner
Cu cradle within the gold coated Al thermal screen) and the whole
assembly is isolated in the vacuum chamber at the residual pressure
of 2×10−7 mbar. The vacuum chamber and the optical setup that is
used to couple the light into the cavity, are mechanically stabilized
by the active anti-vibration system. The mechanical layout is opti-
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mized for the transportability that might be needed in the future.
A homemade temperature controller is used to monitor, manipu-
late and stabilize the temperature of the thermal screen. A thermal
model of the system under vacuum has been developed and it was
used to improve the thermal control, which enabled a temperature
step for the LTF-ULE2 cavity to be made within 2.5 days. This
represents more than 10-fold speed-up in comparison with the LTF-
ULE1 system [42] where the advanced temperature control has not
been implemented. The low-noise planar waveguide exteded cavity
laser (PW-ECL) from Redfern Integrated Optics Inc. is stabilized to
the LTF-ULE2 cavity in the Pound-Drever-Hall stabilization scheme.
The slow corrections are applied through the laser current module
and the fast to the acousto-optic modulator (AOM), resulting with
the bandwidth of the stabilization loop of ∼ 170 kHz. By changing
the cavity temperature in 1 K steps, with the laser frequency counted
at each, discrete temperature set point, the temperature of the zero
expansion coefficient is determined to be at TCTE0 = (20.51±0.06)◦C.
The cavity resonance FWHM linewidth of 2.4 kHz is determined from
the ring-down time of ≈ 66 µs, which, for the free spectral range of
1.5 GHz corresponds to the finesse of ≈ 620000 i.e. to the resonator
Q factor of 8 × 1010. When the cavity temperature was stabilized
at the TCTE0 , the frequency of the stabilized laser was monitored in
stages during 400 thousand seconds, and the resonance frequency
drift of ≈ 31mHzs was measured.
On our path towards the fully optical generation of the ultra-
stable microwave signals, the last element is an optical frequency
comb, which can coherently divide the optical reference frequency of
the cavity stabilized laser, down to the microwave domain. We exam-
ined the noise properties of a novel type of the ultra-fast Er:Yb:glass
oscillator (ERGO), a 1.5 µm diode-pumped solid-state laser (DPSSL)
passively mode-locked by the semiconductor saturable absorber mir-
ror (SESAM). In this technology, the high Q and low-noise operation
of the solid-state lasers is combined with laser diode pumping, that
is more often seen as the approach in the fiber lasers. The main
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advantage of this kind of the laser configuration is the record nar-
row linewidth free-running carrier-envelope offset (CEO) beat in this
spectral region of only 3.6 kHz [99]. The stabilization of such a nar-
row CEO to an external 20 MHz reference is achieved with the loop
bandwidth of only 5.5 kHz, limited by the dynamics of the erbium
atoms. This stabilization results with the residual integrated phase
noise of 0.72 rad-rms, being one of the smallest values achieved in
1.5 µm spectral region with such a low feedback bandwidth. Com-
pared to a commercial Er:fiber frequency comb, we see a 20-fold
improvement in the Allan deviation of the 20 MHz CEO beat. The
value of the Allan deviation of 10−8 × τ−1 qualifies this frequency
comb for the ultra-stable microwave generation with the stability at
the level of 10−15 at 1 s. The linewidth of the optical comb line is
limited by the reference dielectric resonator oscillator (DRO). The
value of ∼ 160 kHz is calculated from the frequency noise spectrum,
measured by the frequency discriminator technique, from the het-
erodyne beat with the cavity stabilized laser. We also examined the
influence of the CEO dynamics on the stabilization of the ERGO
frequency comb. The frequency of the CEO is changing with the
pump laser current and has a maximum at certain, reversal point.
A significant phase shift of ∼ 180◦ in the response of the fCEO to
the pump laser current modulation is identified as the reason for the
inability to achieve the stabilization of the CEO at pump currents
above the reversal point. Therefore, we have seen that sometimes
the dynamics of the CEO plays a crucial role in the self-referencing
of the optical frequency comb and that a high signal-to-noise ratio
and a low-noise CEO are not the only conditions that have to be
fulfilled.
Although it is out of the scope of this thesis, all of the elements for
the all-optical ultra-stable microwave oscillator have been developed
and characterized. The development of the high stability and high
spectral purity microwave source for the characterization of the con-
tinuous cold cesium atom fountain clock (FOCS-2) [11] is the main
goal of our activities. This atomic fountain is placed in the Swiss
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Federal Institute of Metrology (METAS, Bern). Therefore, the sec-
ond ultra-stable cavity enclosure was constructed to be transportable
and in the future, together with the ERGO comb it might be moved
to METAS. When one line of the ERGO frequency comb is phase-
locked to the cavity-stabilized laser, the stability of the ultra-narrow
laser is transfered from the optical to microwave domain. Recently,
the microwave signal at ∼ 10 GHz was extracted and characterized
by the use of the transportable cryogenic sapphire, ultra-low insta-
bility signal source (ULISS) from Femto-ST in Besanc¸on, France.
The Allan deviation of ∼ 6 × 10−15 at 1 s has been measured, as
well as roughly 20 dB improvement in the phase noise, compared to
the signal generated in the same scheme from the Er:fiber frequency
comb [12, 13]. In the near future, the second laser should be stabi-
lized to either of the ULE cavities and with the observation of the
beat signal between the two, the operation of both systems could be
optimized. E.g. the source of the low frequency perturbations (a few
hertz) still has not been identified and removed. The stabilization
setup should be made more robust and in that sense, an acoustic
isolation should be considered. Finally, with all of the technical pa-
rameters optimized, the beat between the two ultra-stable lasers with
the linewidth in the range from one to a few hertz is expected. With
the two frequency combs in the laboratory (75 MHz ERGO DPSSL
and 250 MHz MenloSystems Er:fiber) as well as the two ultra-stable
lasers, the opportunity for the all-in-house microwave generation and
characterization will be open.
Very interesting illustration of the potential application of the
combination ultra-stable laser ↔ optical frequency comb, as the
source of the low-noise microwave signal is displayed in Figure 6.1.
The image shows the radio signal of the Voyager 1 spacecraft, cap-
tured when the probe was about to leave the Solar system and enter
the inter-stellar space, 18.5 billion kilometers away from the Earth.
The signal was recorded by the Very Large Baseline Array (VLBA) of
radio telescopes, spanning the distance of 8000 kilometers. This mea-
surement technique is fundamentally dependent on the quality of the
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local oscillators which enable the correlation of the signals captured
at continental distances. Hydrogen masers are currently used but
in the future, when the optically generated microwave signal sources
reach commercially acceptable stage, this field could profit from the
low noise and high stability, coming from the optical domain.
Figure 6.1: Radio signal of the Voyager 1 probe, 18.5 billion kilometers
away from the Earth, reconstructed from the VLBA radio telescope array.
The image is the courtesy of NRAO/AUI/NSF.
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